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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

GPU NUCLEAR CORPORATION

THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR STATION. UNIT 1

DOCKET NO. 50-289

ISSUANCE OF DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 CFR 2.206

;

1

Notice is hereby given that the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation, has taken action with regard to a Petition for action under 10 CFR

2.206 received from Mr. Robert Gary (Petitioner), on behalf of the

Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air (PICA), dated July 10, 1992, regarding

the Three Mile Islarid Nuclear Station, Unit 1 (THI-1). l
|

The Petitioner alleged a number of deficiencies with offsite emergency

planning for Three Mile Island that, in the Petitioner's view, rendered i

evacuation plans " essentially non-operational." Petitioner requested that, i

upon verification by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of these |
deficiencies, the Commission order the " power down" of TMI-l and not permit

power operations until the discrepancies are corrected and a valid, workable

emergency evacuation plan is in place. The Notice of Receipt of Petition for

Director's Decision under 10 CFR 2.206 was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER

on August 13, 1992 (57 FR 36415). I

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has denied the

Petition. The reasons for this denial are explained in the " Director's

Decision Under 10 CFR 2.206" (DD-94-03), which is available for public

inspection at the Comission's Public Document Room, the Gelman Building,

2120 L Street, NW., Washington, DC 20555, and at the Local Public Document
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Room for THI-1 located in the Government Publications Section, State Library

of Pennsylvania, Walnut Street and Commonwealth Avenue, Box 1601, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania 17105.

A copy of the Director's Decision will be filed with the Secretary of

the Commission to review in accordance with 10 CFR 2.206(c). As provided in

this regulation, the Decision will constitute the final action of the

Commission 25 days after the date of the issuance of the Decision, unless the

Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the Decision within that

time.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 31st day of March 1994.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0tWISSION

40BC--T /-aK
William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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The Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

Under 10 CFR section 2.206 I formally request that the NRC take
action as specified hereunder. This document is being mailed by
first class mail on July 10, 1992 to the following per, sons:
Mr. Ivan Sellin
Chairman, Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Mr. Richard Cooper
NRC Director of Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards

_

475 Allentown Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Mr. Craig Gordon
NRC
475 Allentown Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

The following points factual points are presented in support of
the request for action.

(1) On June 30, 1992, I, Robert Gary, a resident of Dauphin
County, went to PEMA Headquarters in Harrisburg and requested to
see the letters of intent from private transportation companies
that the Chief Counsel had told me were on file there. There was
no file only a list of letters of intent that were supposedly
held at the Emergency Operations Center of Dauphin County. I
immediately proceeded to that location and requested that
Director Wertz show me the file. It contained a single letter
dated 1985 from Mr. Gerald Smith at Capitol Area Transit (CAT).
That letter cited a statute as the sole source of payment, which
has since been repealed and superseded by another law. At that
time I suspected that emergency preparedness in Dauphin County
was substandard.

P.O. BOX 1637 IL4RRISBURG PENNSYLVANIA 17105-1637 TELEPHONE (717) 236 5888
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10 CFR section 2.206 Petition by R. Gary, July 10, 1992, Page 2.
| (2) On July 10, 1992 (today), I returned to the Dauphin County

Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to examine the RERP which is
the book that would be used in a radiological emergency by the
EOC staff. The first page of the book said, " Completely Reprinted
with Change 1 in 1991" or words to that effect. I then examined
page E-9-5 which contained information on busses from private
companies in Dauphin County. Approximately 450 buses were
accounted for, but the first two listings, the one with Capitol
Area Transit for approximately 70 buses, and the one with Capitol
Trailways Penn Central Station for approximately 320 buses
constituted the greatest proportion of the total, i.e. 390 out of
450 or about 87%. I decided to call the executives listed in the
book to determine the up-to-dateness of that page of the RERP. |

(3) At about 4:00 P.M. I made the calls in the presence of the
staff on duty at the Dauphin County EOC. First I called Mr. Weeks
at Capitol Area Transit (CAT). The person answering the phone
informed me that hadn't been with the company since 1984! Next, I
called Mr. Miller at Capitol Trailways Penn Central Station. The
person answering the phone told me that Mr. Miller hadn't been
with the company since 1987.

(4) There were no "after hours" telephone numbers listed in the
RERP, which is the book that the staff on hand at the EOC would.

|refer to in a radiological emergency. Even if there had been I

after hours numbers listed, in the case of Mr. Weeks, the number |would have been non-operational for the past eight years, and in i
the case of Mr. Miller, for the past five years. I

(5) The staff members at the Dauphin County Emergency Operations !Center reported to me today, I think truthfully, that they have j
no authority to request military vehicles from the National
Guard, Mechanicksburg, or Indiantown Gap. That would have to be
done by the state -- presumably by PEMA. PEMA, over the past j
month, has represented to me that their responsibility lies in |
communications and coordination. They have shown me Annex E to
the Dauphin County Plan which contains no reference to the use of
military vehicles. PEMA has no plan to call for the use of
military vehicles because they feel that their responsibility is
in the area of communications and coordination. Dauphin County

3

has no such plan because they feel that the State has exclusive
{jurisdiction in that area and that the County cannot call for 1

such vehicles. Therefore, although there are acres of trucks
capable of carrying people within 15 miles of Harrisburg neither
the State nor the County has any references in the written plans
they showed me to use any of them. I

(6) The sum total of these facts taken together leads me to the
belief that the Dauphin County Emergency Evacuation Plan in the

!

l,
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10 CFR section 2.206 Petition by R. Gary, July 10, 1992, Page 3.

event of a radiological emergency is essentially non-operational.
{
1

(7) The permission that the NRC extends to the power company at |Three Mile Island to operate nuclear reactors there for
!commercial power generation is premised on the existence and the

-

continued maintenance of an operational radiological emergency
evacuation plan for Dauphin County. When and if this plan becomes
so substandard that it is for all practical purposes non-
operational, it is completely appropriate for the NRC to direct
the power company to power down those reactors until such time as
a satisfactory plan is in place and workable.

(8) I request that the discrepancies that are mentioned in this
letter be checked out by a FEMA official as soon as possible,
preferably within 5 working days. If the official finds that the
discrepancies are verified, then I request that the Three Mile
Island licensee be ordered by the NRC to power down until the
discrepancies can be corrected.

(9) During the time, after the discrepancies have been verified,
and before they are corrected, while FEMA and PEMA and NRC are
working to generate an operational emergency evacuation plan for
Dauphin County, it is fully justified that the power reactors at
Three Mile Island be in a power down mode. The license to power -
up that reactor was legally premised on a valid workable
evacuation plan for Dauphin County. During times when such a plan
does not exist, neither should the license to operate for power
generation. Recognizing, as I do, that paperwork takes time and
there are many administrative processes and considerations, I
request that, once the discrepancies are officially verified, and
during the pendency of the process of correcting them, the power
up license be suspended. I believe that such a suspension will
cause the discrepancies in this case to be corrected' fairly
quickly, but in the absence of such a suspension, the corrective
process might take several years or might never occur. I believe
that such a suspension would send a message to: (1) other
operators, (2) other Counties in Pennsylvania, and (3) Emergency
Management Agencies in other states. This message would be the
precisely correct message that NRC'should be sending in its
fulfillment of it legal, professional, and moral duties to the
American people.

i

Sincerel ,

-

Robert Ga
for
PICA

e
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Federal Emergency Management Agency ).

Washington, D.C. 20472

. OCT 271992 -

Mr. Frank J. Congel, Director
Division of-Radiation Protection l

and Emergency Preparedness
office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

i

Dear Mr. Congel:

In a memorandum dated July 22, 1992, the U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requested the Federal Emergency Mariagement~

9. Agency's (FEMA) assistance'in. responding to the concerns '

expressed in Mr.-Robert Gary's July 10, 1992, letter to the j
Chairman of the NRC regarding the. adequacy of offsite emergency :

planning and preparedness in the Dauphin County portion of the 1

,

Three Mile' Island emergency planning zone. The purpose of this
letter is to provide an interim report on'the actions which FEMA
has taken to date in response to the NRC's request.

1
on September 4', 1992, FEMA Region III' met with representatives of
the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency'(PENA) and the
Dauphin County Esergency Management Agency in order to discuss
the. issues raised in Mr. Gary's letter.- The results of this -

meeting and follow-up:information received by FEMA are summarized
below.

The letters of intent at the Dauphin. County Emergencyo
Operations Center were not current. However, in early
August, Dauphin County sent out new letters of intent to the-
county transportation providers for their signature. FEMA
reviewed the content of these letters and' determined'that
they did not include pertinent information on the number and

;

capacity'of-transportation vehicles available. -Amended
letters requesting the number and capacity of vehicles have
been:sent to these transportation providers,:but-the letters:
have not_yet.been signed and returned.

A review of the Dauphin County Radiological Emergencyo
Response PlanL(RERP) indicates that all groups (general;and
special populations)1 requiring' transportation have been'
identified and are current as of September 1992.- However, '

there are discrepancies between sections of the Dauphin
County RERP which are concerned-with the number'of buses
available for general population evacuation.- PEMA and
Dauphin County are revising'the Dauphin County RERP to
include more accurate, up-to-date numbers.
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Both the State and Dauphin County RERPs contain provisionso-
for the deployment of the Pennsylvania National' Guard to -

Dauphin County, if necessary, during a radiological
emergency. However, FEMA has requested-further information
regarding'(1) the. general type and amount of resources which
are available to the county through the Pennsylvania
National Guard during such-an emergency and.(2) the extent
.to which National Guard personnel.have been trained and-
exercised in responding to radiological emergencies.. .

Although FEMA has initiated the activities necessary to respond
to the NRC's' request,. additional time is required to (1) give the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and Dauphin County adequate time to
complete the activities which have been undertaken to address
Mr. Gary's concerns and (2) allow FEMA time to review the plan
revisions, signed letters of intent, and other materials'provided
to ensure that Mr.' Gary's concerns have!been adequately addressed !

and alleviated. FEMA will provide its findings and conclusions,
including any corrective actions taken,-to the NRC by December
31, 1992.

Should you have any questions or require further information,
please call Mr. Craig S. Wingo, Chief, Radiological Preparedness-
Division, at (202) 646-3026.

Sincerely,

|&'

Dennis Kwiatkowsk
Assista Associate Director
Office of Technological Hazards

,
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Chief conckle July 14, 1992
Harrisburg Fire Bureau
McCormick Public Services Center
123 Walnut Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1681

Dear Chief Conckle,

Thank you for meeting with me today in your office.

As you know I am concerned about the effectiveness of the
evacuation preparedness and planning in the event of an emergency
evacuation of Harrisburg.

You have a copy of my recent 10 CFR section 2.206 petition
to the NRC outlining some of the basis for my concerns about the
County-level preparedness status. There is reason to believe that
things might go less than smoothly in terms of getting
schoolbuses, CAT buses and other privately owned buses in
position to do any good in an emergency.

Now there are trucks at Cumberland Army Depot and at the
Naval Facility at Hechanicksburg. The only impediment to the
inclusion of these trucks in your emergency evacuation plan for
Harrisburg seems to be red tape. Maybe the County has
jurisdiction, or maybe the State, or maybe PEHA. Maybe someone
else has a prior claim on these trucks. Maybe the military is not
ready to make them available. All of these red tape factors are
preventiing the trucks from being included in evacuation plans for
Harrisburg.

If these trucks were to be used, they might report to two
staging areas. Trucks from Mechanicksburg could report to
Harrisburg ComIdunity College, and trucks from the Cumberland Army
Depot could report to City Island. This might be done the other
way around if that is more logistically sound. If they were used
they would not interfere with any of the equipment or staging
areas specified in the County Emergency Evacuation Plan.
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Ltr. to Chief Conckle, dtd. July 14, 1992, Page 2.

Right now the question is, "Can the red tape be cut?"

The state or PEMA could only preempt arrangements that
Harrisburg might seek to make with the CO's of those bases if the
state or PEMA had some plan of their own to use those trucks. I
have asked to see PEMA's plan, and specifically Annex E, and I
looked at what they showed me. I've also looked at the RERP on
file at the Dauphin EOC. I don't see any reference to the use of
those trucks. I see no letters of intent at PEMA,or.at Dauphin
County with the CO's of those bases. As a practical matter there
is no conflict. Neither the State nor the County is planning to
use those trucks.

Those bases can only stay open as long as they are of some
value. There is no reason to try to minimize the value that those
bases or the equipment on them provide to the citizens of this
country. On the contrary,'it makes sense to try to maximize the
services that those bases'can provide to the country as_a whole,
to the states in which they are located, and to the communities
which are their neighbors. Perhaps one form that the " peace idividend" could take would be to permit military resources to be {
called upon in a multi-task environment, and in this case to i

bolster and support a local emergency evacuation plan.
I

Accordingly, I am requesting Congressman Gekas, Senator
Specter, and Senator Wofford, to raise this matter with Hon.

|Richard Cheney, the U.S. Secretary of Defense. 1

If DOD issuea a directive permitting and encouraging this
kind of direct cooperation with municipal agencies, such as the
Harrisburg Fire Department, the Secretaries of the respective
services will pass that information along to Commanding Officers
on bases and posts in the United States, including the Cumberland
Army Depot and the Navy facility at Mechanicksburg.

A stated willingness to offer community service in a
catastrophic emergency, would not necessarily be a bad thing for
DOD. From a training perspective there's plenty of motivation as
well. Exercises based on community service in catastrophic
situations can be very credible reinforcers of the need to
maintain readiness in our armed services, manpower levels, and
equipment reserves. Such exercises can have a very positive
institutional effect as well as being totally valid professional
training for military personnel in today's world. Didn't Desert
Shield contain a very large component of community service in
catastrophic situations? Remember the camps for the Kurds? Isn't
this one of the kinds of things we can expect our military to be
doing more of in the 21st century? If so, such manoeuvres at home
are very closely related to part of the probable mission.

,
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Ltr. to Chief Conckle, dtd. July 14, 1992, Page 3.
!

I am very hopeful that as a society we have the flexibility 1

to begin thinking in new ways and using the resources available
through our Federal public expenditures in a way that maximizes
their utility. We face threats from chemical spills or nuclear
accidents that are very serious. It is not reasonable that front
line people cannot directly make arrangements with willing
Commanding Officers to meet those threats to the lives of
Americans because everyone's' hands are tied in red tape. We
started out as a country of ingenuity and resourcefulness, and
that's how we've gotten this far. Let's continue to use our main
strength as a country and as a military force -- our flexibility.

Sincerely,

b
Robert Gary
Lt. JAGC, USNR, (Ret.)
for PICA

!

|

l
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Copies to: Hon. Steven Reed, Mayor of Harrisburg
Sen. Arlen Specter
Sen. Harris Wofford
Rep. George Gekas
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Rep. George Gekas July 14, 1992
|1519 Longworth House office Building

Washington, DC 20515
l

|
Re: Use of DOD Fauinment for Itmeraency Prenaredna== '

Dear Congressman Gekas,

I am one of your constituents in Harrisburg. I
!

'

The enclosed letter to our Fire Chief in Harrisburg contains
! an idea that may require the support and approval of Mr. Cheney,

the Secretary of Defense and which'I. hope you will forward to him
for consideration. In brief, it creates a basis for grassroots
cooperation between Fire Chiefs, and other Municipal public

| officials and the local Commanding officers of Military
L installations.

This lateral, or working-level, or grassroots cooperation is
to be distinguished from the chain of command or trickle down
cooperation which is sometimes.so fraught with red tape as to be
unmanageable. Lateral cooperation would be completely voluntary
on both sides, and is suggested only in cases such as Harrisburg
where there is clearly no conflict with emergency planning by
higher level agencies in the state.

Sincerely,

A
Robert Gary, Esq.
for
PICA

,

Encl: Ltr. to Chief Conckle of July 14, 1992

..

i

_ . '
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The Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air

OFFICE OF THE P2EwANT

I
| Thomas E. Murley December 2, 1992

f Director
( Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
i Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington DC 20555

Dear Mr Murley,

Mr. Frank Miraglia has sent PICA a letter dated November 24, 1992 ,

| in your name. We are, in the main, pleased with the content of j
the letter, but we have some exceptions, and they are as follows. I

I, Robert Gary, Senior Researcher for PICA, made several visits
to PEMA in the summer months of 1992. I spoke to Mark Goodwin the
Chief Counsel in his office, and later on a subsequent visit met
with Mr. Jerry Lambert who is a technical person in charge of .

radiological preparedness and planning in Dauphin County as well
as other duties. I asked Mr. Lambert directly about the subject
of ways and means for the evacuation of Harrisburg, because at
that time I was thinking in terms of possibilities for the use of
trains, airlift, or military trucks from New Cumberland and
Indiantown Gap. Mr. Lambert told me specifically that the
evacuation plan was based entirely and exclusively on privately
owned vehicles and schoolbuses. Now, half a year later, Mr.

| Dennis Kwiatkowski, Asst. Assoc. Director in the Office of
. Technological Hazards at FEMA, whose office is in Washington DC,
l says that, "Both the State and Dauphin County RERP's contain
'

provisions for the deployment of Pennsylvania National Guard to
Dauphin County, if necessary, during a radiological emergency."

Well this is very ambiguous. Are these Guardsmen to prevent
| rioting and looting and assist in maintaining order? If that's

what they are for, if that's what the word " deployment" means in
the above quote from Mr. Kwiatkowski, then such a deployment
really doesn't touch on the issue of evacuation.

On the other hand, if there is a plan for the Guard to come and
evacuate the people using military trucks, why didn't Mr. Lambert
tell me about it last summer? Where is the plan? I didn't see it

P.O. BOX 1537 11ARRISBURG PENNS1LVANIA 17105-1637 TELEP110NE (717) 236-5888;
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in the Dauphin Ccunty RERP? Let's see if we can answer a few
basic questions about the plan, and if we can't, we might decide
there is no plan.

(1) What are the telephone numbers of the Commanding Officers of
Duty Officers who would be called to activate the evacuation
trucks from New Cumberland and Indiantown Gap? On what page of
the Dauphin County RERP can that information be found?

(2) What military units are tasked with responding to an
evacuation need involving those trucks? Are there designated
drivers? Are there designated company commanders? What kind of
briefings have these people had? Where's a list of their names?

(3) Are there any particular trucks that have been designated for
the task of evacuating Harrisburg, or any other place in Dauphin
County?

(4) What about routes and staging areas for these trucks? Do we
have maps to indicate that the word " deployment" as Mr.
Kwiatkowski uses it does intend an evacuation procedure rather
than a law and order keeping mission?

(5) How about coordination with local officials. PICA hasn't
checked with every local official in Dauphin County, but Chief
Conckle of the Harrisburg Fire Department, doesn't recall any
coordination program with New Cumberland or Indiantown Gap in I
this regard. In fact he has sent a letter requesting same, and i

PICA has sent a letter to Secretary Cheney requesting cooperation
at the DOD end.

These are the kinds of things that PICA would hope that you Dr.
Murley would ask in your efforts to verify the meaning and the |

'

factual correctness of the remarks made by Mr. Kwiatkowski from
his office in Washington. It may turn out that the extent of the
planning is that the Governor knows that the National Guard is
out there, and if there's a meltdown, he knows he could call on
them to provide some help. That kind of awareness would probably
be adequate to justify mentioning deployments by the National
Guard in the State and Dauphin County plans, but clearly it is
not a plan -- it's not even part of a plan. It is simply a
statement that we'll figure it out in the midst of the emergency
and maybe we can get some National Guard in here to help us out.

PICA has no desire to put blame on anybody for not having a plan
to use National Guard trucks, which is substantive enough to
provide answers to the questions listed above, at the point prior
to the transactions surrounding PICA's 10 CFR 2.206 Request. If
at the end of NRC's resolution of that 2.206 Request there still
is no plan to use these trucks, the situation will be different,
and PICA will not be reticent about placing responsibility where
it belongs for this lack of planning and preparedness.

a

/Sincerely, ,4
h A ----__,

Robert Gary .

p
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Chief Conckle July 14, 1992
Harrisburg Fire Bureau
McCormick Public Services Center
123 Walnut Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101-1681

Dear Chief Conckle,

Tnank you for meeting with me today in your office.

As you know I am concerned about the effectiveness of the
evacuation preparedness and planning in the event of an emergency
evacuation of Harrisburg.

!

You have a copy of my recent 10 CFR section 2.206 petition |

to the NRC outlining some of the basis for my concerns about the
County-level preparedness status. There is reason to believe that
things might go less than smoothly in terms of getting
schoolbuses, CAT buses and other privately owned buses in
position to do any good in an emergency.

Now there are trucks at Cumberland Army Depot and at the
Naval Facility at Mechanicksburg. The only impediment to the j

inclusion of these trucks in your emergency evacuation plan for i
Harrisburg seems to be red tape. Maybe the County has j

jurisdiction, or maybe the State, or maybe PEMA. Maybe someone |
else has a prior claim on.these trucks. Maybe the military is not '

ready to make them available. All of these red tape factors are j

preventing the trucks from being included in evacuation plans for l
Harrisburg. '

If these trucks were to be used, they might report to two
staging areas. Trucks from Mechanicksburg could report to
Harrisburg Community College, and trucks from the Cumberland Army )

Depot could report to City Island. This might be done the other
way around if that is more logistically sound. If they were used
they would not interfere with any of the equipment or staging
areas specified in the County Emergency Evacuation Plan.
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Ltr. to Chief Conckle, dtd. July 14, 1992, Page 2.

Right now the question is, "Can the red tape be cut?"

The state or PEMA could only prtempt arrangements that
Harrisburg might seek to make with the CO's of those bases if the
state or PEMA had some plan of their own to use those trucks. I
have asked to see PEMA's plan, and specifically Annex E, and I
looked at what they showed me. I've also looked at the RERP on
file at the Dauphin EOC. I don!t see any reference to the use of
those trucks. I see no letters of intent at PEMA or at Dauphin
County with the CO's of those bases. As a practical matter there
is no conflict. Neither the State nor the County is planning to
use those trucks.

Those bases can only stay open as long as they are of some
value. There is no reason to try to minimize the value that those
bases or the equipment on them provide to the citizens of this
country. On the contrary, it makes sense to try to maximize the
services that those bases can provide to the country as a whole,
to the states in which they are located, and to the communities
which are their neighbors. Perhaps one form that the " peace
dividend" could take would be to permit military resources to be
called upon in a multi-task environment, and in this case to
bolster and support a local emergency evacuation plan.

Accordingly, I am requesting Congressman Gekas, Senator
Specter, and Senator Wofford, to raise this matter with Hon.
Richard Cheney, the U.S. Secretary of Defense.

If DOD issues a directive permitting and encouraging this
kind of direct cooperation with municipal agencies, such as the
Harrisburg Fire Department, the Secretaries of the respective
services will pass that information along to Commanding Officers
on bases and posts in the United States, including the Cumberland
Army Depot and the Navy facility at Mechanicksburg.

A stated willingness to offer community service in a
catastrophic emergency, would not necessarily be a bad thing for
DOD. From a training perspective there's plenty of motivation as
well. Exercises based on community service in catastrophic
situations can be very credible reinforcers of the need to
maintain readiness in our armed services, manpower levels, and
equipment reserves. Such exercises can have a very positive
institutional effect as well as being totally valid professional
training for military personnel in today's world. Didn't-Desert'
Shield contain a very large component of community service in
catastrophic situations? Remember the camps for the Kurds? Isn't
this one of the kinds of things we can expect our military to be
doing more of in the 21st century? If so, such manoeuvres at home
are very closely related to part of the probable mission.

4

9
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Ltr. to Chief Conckle, dtd. July 14, 1992, Page 3.

I am very hopeful that as a society we have the flexibility
to begin thinking in new ways and using the resources available

,

'

through our Federal public expenditures in a way that maximizes
their utility. We face threats from chemical spills or nuclear
accidents that are very serious. It is not reasonable that front
line people cannot directly make arrangements with willing
Commanding Officers to meet those threats to the lives of
Americans because everyone's hands are tic 1 in red tape. We
started out as a country of ingenuity ar;r resourcefulness, and
that's how we've gotten this far. Let's continue to use our main.

,

strength as a country and as a military force -- our flexibility. |

\

l

Sincerely, |
|

6 ;
l
:

Robert Gary
Lt. JAGC, USNR, (Ret.)

'
I

for PICA
|

|

Copies to: Hon. Steven Reed, Mayor of Harrisburg
Sen. Arlen Specter
Sen. Harris Wofford
Rep. George Gokas

.
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Mr. Dennie L Rwiatkowski
Deputy Associate Director Preparedness,
Training, and Raercise Directorate

Pederal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Center Plast i

!500 C street 8 0
jMashington,~D.C. 20472

Dear Mr. Ewiatkowskis

After naving resa a copy at your Decweber 16, 1993 letter to Mr. Frank
Congol of the unc, I think it is important that 1 provide you with my position
regarding selectos points in your letter as well as secreet some inaceuracios
that seem to have arisen in the staffing process.

as 1, p2, para 3. FEMA's Analysis " h adequacy of all individual !

state and local governments' letters of agreement, sous, etc. would then be
evaluated by FEMA to determine their ocupliance with the updated .polley .and
guidance relative to the content of these soonannts."

FEMA Position In the . past, FINE has not normally reviewed annually
the letters of agreement, sous or Notification and .mesource Manuals. These
documente, relative to the Dauphin county plan, were providea to help runn
Region III respond to Mr. Gary's 10 CFR 2.206 petition. Of course, they are

provided for the 10 CFR 350 approval proosse. The ' additional work load on

FEuk will be esponential when you consider that FEMk cannot now meet the 190
day time period for completing biennial .emercise. reports required .Dy
Fauk-REF-14

Re p2, 1, para 3, sub para 1. FEM &'s General Counsel has apparently -
determined that future agreements will " state.that the_ transportation provider
will make vehLoles, with ' drivers, available for . drills, amercises, and.

radiological emergencies."

FEMA Positions . The buses . in question are ' owned by private cessereial -
~

enterpriesa that provide public transportation in local areas. These owners
cannot be espected to forego' the income or abandon the passengers who ' are
depending on their bus transportation in order ta participate in'' drills or
eneroises. Furthermore, the - drivers - are dolag, on a daily basis, what we ask
them to do in an emergeney. anoponding during . an emergency is emactly the
taek to which they have_been coenitted. The bus ocupanies fully understand
enst Title as of the Fenney1vania ceaselidated statutes provides the. covernor
with' the power to "... commandeer or utilise .any private, public or
quasi-public property," subject to oomponention, if nosessary to' oops with the
emergency. It is our opinion FEMA is establishing .new - criteria, escoeding
reasonante assurance that a government can "foree" from a pre,Lder. . ruua will
got no " reasonable assurance" letters from anyone if an. iron clad guarantee is
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i ' required or, the' utilities would have to- enter into unnecessary ano expensive
.etandby contracts with providers. Is. this a reasonable and appropriate

expense for rate payers? The vendors say they'll provide the servios if tney
j are available at the. time of the incident. If they will sign on for that much,

i 'it's reasonable assurance. While the current plans may not represent~

perfection, they do provide reasonable assurance.

ne p2, 1, para 3, subpara 2. FEMA's General. Counsel recesssends
|

i agreements "specify that drivers will be provided with appropriate emergency
|

1- response training.H
1

'9

| PENA Positions since the Commonwealth and all risk county plans for )

nuclear power plant emergencies are designed to move evacuees who do not havs
|

; private transportation in a single lift, the bus drivers _ are not emergency
' )

|i
workers who would return to the plume exposure pathway essagency planning

The only differenee from their asily runs is that the drivers are given t

;. sone.
! diroottons to go to specific pickup points within a municipality that may be
' dirreront from a t. heir normal route. Trainine is unnecessary. A briefing or
| eseting may be appropriate.

!I- Re p2, 1, para 1. FEMh's Analysis "F3Mh's analysis of the Dauphin
4

| County sous also identified some minor diserepaneles, which- PENA intends to
[ correct."

I PENA's Positions The changes in the Dauphin County plan will be made
i

by the Dauphin County smargency Management hyency, einse it is their plan.-'

; PENA will work with the county to ensure appropriate revisions are made on an
annum 1 basis as required my regulation.,

'
,

Re p3, 1, para 1, subpara 364. rsun's Analysios "FENA will review i.

l' the updated plans and sops, including 400s . . . " and "FEMk will . review the
updated sous to verify this information."p

1 PIMA's Positions These statements ' are a departure - from established

|: practice. Heretofore, FEMA reviews SOPS, letters of agressent, etc. only for-
; the 350 approval process. - For routine periodic - reviews, FEMA han zeceived

only changed state 'and county plans not SOPS, letters of agreement, SOUs or'

Notification and Resource Manuals. I assues that if the FEMA is going to ,

'

! review Dauphin County's 80Us etc., then you are going to do the same for all '
!

risk county plans nationwide - a daunting task indeed.' If Dauphin County saa
| the consonwealth of Pennsylvania are to be singled out for special procedures,~

then I strongly object and expect that you will provide justification for suca,

r

matreme measures. Portadie national- reviews / inspections may. be a more
| >

! effective management practice.
'

Re p3, 1, para 1, subpara 4 (a). FEMA's Analystes FEMk takes issus
over whether transportation resources are " identified" or "available". "

PENh's Positions Transportation resources are identified, because no
bus company can absolutely guarantee that all their resources will be,

i

j evallable at a given time. The number identified represents the resources
transportation firms fasi confident would be available. Orsater specificity

;

|
will cause us to lose the support of bus companies frem fear of litigation for ;

i failing to produce the numbers in the agreement. auch concerne nave ,

:

I i

#

| '

4
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frequently been voiced by a number of providers. Indeed, we have lost the 1

services of morne providers in other areas, on advice of their counsels, I

because they fear litigation based on even the most general of agreements. It

is for these reasons that the Commonwealth maintains a large data base of i
'

transportation providers that are willing to respond to emergency requests.
vhe state provides this backup to the counties to ensure against the
contingency that some of the identified vehicles may be down for maintenance
or on dispatches that cannot be recalled in a timely manner. This is
reasonable assurance,

i
" Information reflected |Re p4, 1, subpara (b). FENA's Analysis: ...

in the plan should always be consistent with what is shown in the SOUs." '

rsxa's romitions sous sheuld not require revision every year. A

telephone call, properly documented, should be sufficient to verify the 1

commitment appearing in the sov. However, the plan should be updated annually i

to reflect any changes discovered during the telephone call reistive to the |
number or buses, telephone numbers, company names, points of contact, etc. It j

is highly likely that the two documents will differ anytime after the date of !

the 500. It makes little dirrorence whether a company is able to provide 52 1

buses versus the 58 it might have planned to provide, because the state has I
other resources to meet any unmet needs reported by a county and these backupa ;

would be provided in the time of need. Such planning in depth or " saturation I

planning" is a pragmatic approach to the vagarios of transport availability as ;

opposed to counting on absolutes that look good on paper, but cannot
realistically be assurec.

Re p4, 2. yEMA's Analysics FEMA liste the bus ocepanlea called !

Iduring the May 1993 exercise as Capitol Trailways, Schlegel and Capitol Area
Transit. l

PEMA's Positions After being so critical of PIMA and Dauphin county
for having improperly listed titles for the three bus ccepanies, two of the
companies listed in FEMA's analysis are incorrect. Tne correct titles are
Capitol Bus Company (Trailways), Hegins Valley Lines, and Capitol Area
Transit.

1

Re p5, 2, para 1. FEMA's Analysis: "TENA will continue to check the
accuracy of this information during its annual review of the Dauphin County
plan, SOPS, SOUs and during the Three Nile Island biennial REP axercises."

PEMA's Positions FEMk should perform annual reviews of every local i

REP plan in the country. Again I ask if the Commonwealth and Dauphin County f
are to be subject to special above regulatory reviews as a result of Mr. j

Gary's 2.206 petition? 7EMA must be evenhanded in administering the review |

process on a national basis. !

Re p6, 2, 1st para, FEMA's Analysis: " . .during the May 19, 1993, |.

exercise, FEMA requested the PAaRNQ to provida as many ambulances as possible !

in response to a plan-identified Dauphin County unrat need of 203 ambulances. !

nowever, since PEMA's concept of operations does not rely on the PAARNO as a
first response organisation, the unmet ambulance need will be pursued as an
issue with rzxa.

!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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PENA's Position We acknowledge that the NatLonal Guard was tasked
(simulated) during the May 19, 1993, TWI exercise to provide ambulances. This
was an error on the part of the staf f in that there were other countiae that
oovia have provided more rapidly the necessary support without using National
Guard vehicles. The National Guard ambulances need a far longer time to rasos,

than de sivilian ambulances on a first response standby status. The pisaning
factor for the Guard to mobilise at their hoes armory is 6 hours. Add to this
the briefing and travel times and one can readily see why, the Guard is not
considered a ftest response organisation. Additionally, PAARNG ambulances do
not have life support equipment. The exercise obviously pointed out a staff 1

itraining issue that we will address -- one of the reasons.why these exercises
are conducted in the first place. Mr. sary's answer is to drive everyona
toward the silitary solution. The civilian assets are more readily available.

Re p6, 2, 2d para. FEMA Analysis: "... the fact that the current
asAPs imply a more direct role for the PanREG, the current State and . county
RERPs should be reviewed and sodified, as appropriate, to more clearly define
the exact role of the Fakans, rank will be requested to address this issue
during the plan review to ensure that the plans clearly and accurately reflect
the commonwealth or Pennsylvania's eeneopt of emergency operations relative to
the use of the FAARNG."

PENA's Positions Appendix 13, Annem 5, Military Sussert, of the

oosusorc =1th Emermy operations Plan will be amended in the concept of .

0

paragraph with a parenthetical caveat, to witt "The Lead time,

operations
required to mobilise and employ National euard unite will be considered before
assigning specific missions." counties will be directed to include similar ;

appropriate amendments to their naars. hypropriate training will be

Theaccomplished to ensure that lead time is factored into mission decisions.
role of the National Guard, as clearly stated in the plans and reiterated in
my July 12, 1993, ~ letter to PEMA Region III, is clear to the users of the
state and county plans. One should not confuse training issues with unelear '

plans. I stand ready to have our plans briefed or explained to
'

representatives of the PENA and/or the NRC, but it is evident to me that the
PENA, the counties and the FAARNO fully understand the intended role of the
PAARNG. I will not entertain fixing' what is not Droken to satisfy the
personal motives of agents for private interest groups.

me pp 8-9, 3. r " 's Analysias The paragraphs in this section ignore
the fact that PEMA and the counties of the Commonwealth have had years of
esperience in working with each other and the PA&RNG. The procedures in our

! plans and sops have been used to request National Guard support in noen|

radielegiaal enereises and natural disasters without failure.

FEMais positient The planning documents work well for us. If PEMA ,

does not understand our procedures, 1 repeat ' my invitation .for briefings
above. The sneention of any plan requires judgement. Plans that

stated
attempt to eliminate the use of judgement by specifying procedures that must ,

follow a mathematically certain path ' only create inflexibility, because no
plan can foresee a11 possibilities.. By. damanding that ' our pis.no take such a
pedantic approach, you ignore our long established working relationships with
the PAARNG. I reemphasise that a requirement for periodio refresher training
in the execution or a plan does not mean that the plan is flawed.

|

,
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In closing, I am very concerned about the manner in which this entire
matter has been handled. FRMk provided responese to NRC and FEMk queries
relative to Mr. Gary's allegatione through FEMA channele to the NRC. In each
instanse, there ,were some questions and allocations that should . have . been
answered by either the NRC and/or FEMA. When the entire PENA / FEMA package was
sent to the Nac, that agency chose to forward the entire response,
unevaluated, to Mr. Gary end eleven other addressets. This is questionable

staff work. It is uneonocionable that the federal agency responsible for
regulation of the nucioar power industry abrogates their duty to make the
required determinatione and evaluations and turns all collected data oyst to a
private political action group for their " interpretation". The PENA Le always
willing to work cooperatively with federal regulatory agencies, we expect to
be treated fairly in return. That has not happened at ease pointe in the Gary
petition.

arely,

J ph L. LaFleur

D tor
,

JLL/JCJ/kpj

oo see next page
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Ms. Rita-A. Calvan MLohael Ross
OaN Director, TMI-1Disaster-

Pederal Beergency Management Agency GPU Wuclear Corporation
magion III Post Office Boa 480
Liberty square Building Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057
los neuth seventh street
Philadelphia,. Pennsylvania 19106

l~

l Michael Laggart Michele G. Evans
senior aseident Inspector (TMI-1)Manager, 34aensing.

OPU Nuclear Corporation U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Poet Office new 311100 Interpaos Parkway

Paraippany, New Jersey 07054 Middletown, PennsylvanJ4 17057

Adam Millar magional Administrator, magion I
Acting THI Licensing Manager u.a. muelear segulatary commission
GPU Nuclear Corporation 475 Allendale Road
Post Office som 480 Ring of Prussia, PennsylvaMia 19406
Middletowra Pennsylvania 17057

Ernest L. Blake,'Jr., EsquireRobert a. sorsum
Raw Nuclear Technologies shaw, rittsan, Pette a Trowbridge

suite 525 2300 N Street, WW.

1700 acckville Pike washington, oc 20037
acckville, Maryland 20ss2

William Dornsife, Acting DirectorChairman
Board of County commissionere sureau of mediation Proteetion

of Dauphin County , Pennsylvania Department of
Dauphin County Courthouse Environmental Resources
marrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Post office som 2063

Marrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Mr. T. Gary Broughton, Vice PresidentChairman
soard of supervisors and Director - TW1-1

of Londonderry Township GPU Nuclear Corporation

R.D. 61, Oeyers Church Road Post Office Box 400
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

I

I
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O..PENNSYLVAMA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY i

'
SOX 3321

HAMISSURG. PENN8YtWAMA 171064821 ;
- !

i

'July 12,1993
J |

#Q !
W |

l

Mr. ambert J. Adamoik
Chief, Natural and Tochaelogical

,

samarde Division
Federal meergercy Management Agency, )

i

Region III
|Liberty equare Building (Second Floor)
;

205 south seventh Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104 . |

Dear Mr. Adamoike

This respeese to your letter of April 30, 1993 regardiaq Mr. Gary's j

I10 CPR 2.206 petition shout effeite Radielegical meergency aerpense Planning
issues for Three Mile Islead suelear Staties.

Perhaps FEN & headquartere eeu14 have been more selective La requesting
laformaties. The breadth of the Lafosmeties not seat far keyced the lesees of
internet or these which have been previeuely addressed by the Peeney19asta

namahamargency ma==T====* Agency to the rederal Beesgency Management agemey,
of Mr. Erime's hyril 12, 1993, aumeraedes dese met portata se ambert sary's
petition (see yederal Register Vol. 57, so.157 Thursday, Aequet 13, 1993, peu.
36415-36416|. I will indieste share the leseos . raishd have already been
addressed either to FBR or to Mr. Gary directly. The felleeleg semeente are2

hered to the paragraphs beginalag en page three of Mr. Erlen's April 12, 1993, |

esmerandum to Aetieg magional Disester Thomas. |

la. The seampitolation of melsykia Oceaty traceportaties resource'

monde is tened en page 5-9-14 et Ammes a, Radielegieel Beergency
Reepense Procedures . to' sankaar poser Fleet !aeidente, Dauphin
openny -- _-, operatione plas, shish has been provided to Fann

,III. These sumasere change as the pies is pariedically updated.
The meest emeda of the eemety maa remet ty be -g"=d by assete

ident.ified from providere mat =*at ==d in the eenyeterised data
beeks la the State Beergoesy Operatiese Oceaer. Te engage is
justifying the changing meest neede with resouroes available se
the state essid piece all acenereed is an endless ===W='s etene.

The provieless fee fillieg marreos amoet needs are post of the
State BBC Standing Operettag preessures ami are demeestrated
under pm evaluation during biamLial essreisee. The Hey 1993

i

TMI emareise provided good dessestraties of this feet. FER's !

emessies records for ' the meest emed for anhelammes is a good
emanyte for the petitioner.

Ib. set all sekulence services operste 24 kaars per day, homme via
referral, they correctly have the caller talk to "9-1-1" is the
osse of an energemay. The eeunty, however, has the radio pager
rmember of the pereen se call for mask ambalases eenpany for

.
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24-hour recall purposes. The stateneet that "The significance of
and rationale for certais eebalance service calle being referred

c
; to 911 .eheeld be secessateed and appropriate esplamaaery

marrative and/or modificatioom iacorporated Late the plane. All.

revised plana materiale should be provided to rm magias III and
Meadquartere for review," does met eehneriadge the onomem
practices used all over the U.s.

There is nothing terribly new or esoteric sheet the use of pegere
to summon emergency reopense perseenol. FENb is aware of easy

such 4 ~=tes for eensynery reopease.

Additionally, the assertian that zwistral of calle for ese-24
hour enervancy services to 9-1-1 "is ===~==y*-h1e= La eyeoiese
and withmet merit. peansylvania bee besa embarhed en a program
for several- yeare to espeed 9-1-1 coverage throughout the
- ith. Eight s1111em of the nearly la millian satioone la
the state are earved by 9-1-1. Tham involves 30 eeusties, three

amanicipalities, and one zegimoal syntas. Emperiasse has proves
that pegare centrolled by sentralised commty (9-lal) dispatahars-
provideo an estreenly rapid alert and . estificatiam system that'

represente the state of the ast. The soveenses fama 9-1-1 11am
shargne ourzently provida $53,000,0e0 per year te support publie
safety withLa the state. We have se Latentiam of awhiag a
asumes eational prestise of employing moders med effietamt . alert
erstems. This is set a part of the 2.306 petitaan.

le. In my seventer 4. 1993 lentar to magion 111, .1 esp.Itiend that
"meliense span military seesuroes far the initial roepense during
as amongoesy weald he more tiam eneseming them the. eurrent
system.' The Department of Military Affaire (M5Q provides
liaison paramemmi to the state 500 and the risk and seppert
osemty ems. * The. panesylvania AswF Bational seard (Ph4MBB)
psevides a battalism - te . aseiet ansk risk and support coasty.
Beek sounty plas, avalisente at FWak, has en appeedle ableh
Lesledes' the crEAR espeepri' ate for that eeusty. Deegdhis commty
happens to be supported by een primary besta11am with beehey se 1

-y by a- essend specified hatta11es. The unite are
directed ta feeward assembly areas . (to be detaemised at
estift=aetna pies tese heurel. It tahms the emite eis hours to ,

asseshle and he peepened te move frem thsie esseries. Basesse !

the maatamat enant is est a fiaret resposee orgamleation, asse
definitive missieme ase met assigend, hoseuse they are secondary _ |
emppset erstems la esse of everleed and eenpesar esppset for )
sentime estivity. Their- spectise taats wi11 he detessiteed whos !

the seite homens avaitehle med the sende of the enesty Em have i
Ikosase es11difiad' im light of the evente as they 'estead. The.

metiensi seerd aimetene is seppest of e&vil authmetty ase
emotingmany oriemsed. The Smasd is ogsigyed with esmhet, senhet
suppset and combat onwvise espyset weebastes and aireraft that de
not lead themousives to the safe and esdorly movement of
civL11ama. per these reassee, the causeenseelth does act pina to

.

.
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use Estional cuard truske to evaausto civilians. We have
identified sure thaa seongth civL11am bus assete to assemplish
thet task for the portina of the populaties that may not have ai
matted of personal transportatism.

The ressoas for not eeLag National Guard assete far evassaties
were - esplataed La pereen to Mr. Gary La na Ostahar 2, 1993,

emeting with senator Stmamahar,. of the' Pennsylvania General
Assemely, avid - Coasleekener aheaffer, Chairman of the Deephia

Icemety Board of Comedaelesere. We forther disshuesd his of. the
idea that the Army depots la the state had "aeres and aeres of
trushe* available few use in eveaustises. .The facts are that the
military depote de not have assigned to them Table. of
ceTaalsetism and Equiguuent (TOGE) trook enopasino. The ' depota |

rely primarily es seeneraini hamlere end, esmacieselly, 5.8. Army
asserve truck companies using flat had trailere during their
amenal suesser training. To provide e liet of semianal emard

,'

equipment that - could possibly be deployed in the oveek of as
eveematies at THE is met meessoasy, heesses these aseste wenid be-
called up as needed and asuid Leetude very little er large
partions of the rammes i_. __. y, if they ween eypropriate shiek .
La deidptfot. seek ginees work wes14 est ' ingrove the plas, ser
weald it espeesch any definable -===e of assuresy. . The estice

aseste of state goverrument are available in as emergency.
4

Basemos of their perpeeely 11mited ammiser power plaat missies*

orientaties, full tralming sehedule and tsareover rate, panans
seidiers esed met reesive asivilian radiological' troising heyeed
that provided in their Asury a===at traiaLag propress.

Sa. The sehetamoe La the lettere of intest,- statemente of

understanding me ow tan desumente is valid. The names of the
bee ow=tas nave changed and will he revised is the plas as

.

us11 as the lottare ensing the partedia reviese. The sorroet*

asese new are. segime vatter 2.1=es, zas. (seenerar eeblegal.

'

Tremoportaties servleef f Ospital anos congesy (capital Trailunye
is the sergarete amma); and Capital Area Transit ans gespany
(vise Capital area Tressit).

2h. The lottare of latest ' de ladieste the mester of homes east.

eengesy amuld make.evatiahia. The lettere of intent will be
changed te refleet the average espeetty of these besses by their

,

'a===al opdate.#

38. There is se specifie training provided for has drivers, ' nor is
these any required La 6 54 Fan-usp-1. ans drivers-,

departing the EPS during as evassa%1em ase a part of the general '

petite, which slee receives ne speettie ' training. Desimetry will,

'

amt he Asseed te has drivere, homenee teney will not he reentering
the Ep3 and they are est eenrgemey workers. ,

-

:
r

'

,

i
'

.

J
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The April is, 1992, Fleek usadquartere assorandes euh3ect aasple
Zettere of agresument fer TramenLttal to the Penemylvania
asmagency Manneesent aquesy (Fam) . Le cenesetten with the
seeeeehar ma steen slectria station of fsite nadiologisel assegnomy
Roeposee Flae naviser, that use trassemitted to FBE by the Region
122 Lotta e of May 1, 1992, oentaiend 17 esseples of letters of

e that were to assist the PSR " .. La poeparing.

portienes lettere of agreesset .for lesiustaa le the offsite
radiological- emergency respeace plees. ette-spectria to the '

seegnehamma Stees Blastrie Staties (8888)." Galy tuo of these
esmopies ende the vaguest referseems to treintag. Esse of them
used the laegeage prescribed by the Wah Roadquartere April II,
1993, esmerandum to magion 321 te wit:

i"neview of the occa indientes that there la se referesse to- '

the tralaiog of bus drivere in regard to ena11aq sith
emergemoy reopease eituattees."
"... the drivers them14 he troised and edemated ahest the-

esture of radiological emergemeios, the proper use of l
ldesisstry, ete."

the ecos aneuld oestein a statement that the sempaar I*- ...

agseem to omeyerate with the utility and state and Leoal |
goverramente by allowieg its drivere adagnate time to
partiaspete La partiment radionegical resposes traisieg and
enereise-related activitime regstred moder '

|WUume-0454/FBIh-REP =1, Revis&en 1, and est11eed la Threm
mile Island's state' med medialogieel meergeery consense

plane." (aste that the state and local plans ,for tuI de
est est11me driver traising as deserthed aheve.)

as we have diesessed en several asemaines, .Semesylvania is
clearly being .reviamed at a higher staedard thaa etter "esslaar
states = that is eneesseenfy, het meet separtnet, does est asyty
in the case of Beephia Osagty has aseste.

24. The letters ' of Latest the valid esamitemate of that intest,
altheagh they are esta ser de they peryset te he legal'or legally
enforceable desemente ohish psevide' a guarantes' of ressessee.
With er withmet lettese of agressant, the ressereme wt11 he
available as previeuely desesstrated is memorose~ energoestes and
senseises throughest the state.

he deserihed la paragraph 3e aheve, the FES "=adta tere
premeristive lampeace la peregrtsh 3d does est appear is any of
the semple sage provided to wit: *5hs language in the sus should
sedleek the psevident's sederseammtag them (4) adagente vehieles
and erivere are available te meet the reassroes emmeersted le the
see and (h) drivere ese inity eenre of and understand theim
individual roepeneihility te erive a has, if reesired, te
feellitate an eveauaties et Deschia casety La the evoet of a
radiological seesgency at Three mile Isised." Agaie, the teple
FMR is researching to est T"""".

I
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Sa. There is seither reason aar latsetisa to add phone runnere to the |
J

various pages of the omsaty padiological Precedures. The phees

:==*=ce are available in sore used by the respective eseaty staf f -
peresse. In addition, as sentioned is paragraph it aheve. the
oeusty has the ability to taae page all askulaeoe eugealmations.
This iemus was act raised la ler. Gary's 10 crt 2.204 petition as
deserthed in the Federal magistar of August 13, 1992.

3b. The itsee ' listed La this paragraph oomatituta administrative
updates that are betag nedressed and will be cleared up at the l

nest anneally required update. Agala, this Lesee oss not rat ==nt
in the 2.2M petitime.

i

So. This will be clarifLed at the oest plan opdate.

3d. It is est necessary to label pages 5-7-11 and 5-9-3 through B-9-4
to *... Ledicata clearly that the infestation reflected es these
pages pertains to asuphia comaty." since the pages are in the
Deephia county Flam and liet spesifia h=yham comaty seigue i

maganisations. to what other osunty could they possibly he |

referrieg? This is a matter of style that surely one he lett to i
,

the seenty's diacretime.

3a. Your pianaieg soggestices, while not a part of the 2.306
petities, are appreciated and will be semeldered at the anot piam
updata.

4. Yee corrently ested that these itsee ese est a part of the 2.206
petities. Per your Lafossettee, 1999 papelaties data is
reflected is the surrent February 1993 Dauphia comesy Amese s
(for someyte see 3-10-3). As the 1990 essoas data la prodseed Dr

4

the U.S. Oneous Burees and prov M aa to the Poem state Data
costar, the indementian isb. grecessed and provided to the eeunty

f

.

for imelueten. Le the'. siehoogaset update of the. plan and'

poseedures. The Evaamatica Time Estimate 1e keing prepared by
the poner plant meetweeter. The peesees tegna la July 1993 and
is entiented to be completed is angest 1993. The een nuedpare

will be test =ame la the seat regularly see=d=1=d update of the i
|plane and preesdures as per r====1 practies.

S. Mr. Gary's enestions are est relevnet to the 3 384 petittee.'

sven 'eere partlaset to the groceediege le the feet that they are ;
<

saveleveet to the surrent plane for the eveemasian of the sur |

PLlaan espesure pathesy sesegemmy pleasing same. As stated !,

eer&Aer (see pars to aheve), the With does est emed te |

taelete the shaws La the eay eenght by ler. Gary sians it is est '

gesumes. The queettene in peregraph s, acessend above, ase in
the sore of pnaams ier a11 emergeselas er de est apply. !

Ga. There is no red tape faster that pseveste the Laelustas of pe&M5
la PEE's plan far eveometian la the eveek of a radialogical

|:
emergoesy. As emplaimed in paragraph is abase, the use of Army
treeks for evessating civiliaan. Le a peer optimo, swee if'

1
4
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avs11ehle, ese we can obtain acre than emeugh civiliam Dueos to
de the job.

Sh. The PhAape is used to support countiae sa a contiageesy basis for
radiologiaal and all emergencias (see paragraph ic). us will met
entertain investing each .duktees missimas for the Natimaal Guant |
just to keep military ' hases spee. Ear. Gary enhas suspect his l

ottan claimed military espertion if he tktake using. Amey truske
far the unlikely eveemasien of the Tux sys would Latimance any
eengreseisaal estaan to save military heese La Pennsylvania.-
There la emple ratineals relaties to mL11tary operatiaea to -

fpremesse our installations if esegrees is se immlined. I would
este here that it is frustrating te reesive seek hiatantly 111 ,

ennemived schemes for a formal resposes when this is not part of i

the Same healCJ_- 7 and cleeume enemittee criteria ser would- it
, affest the President's desistems te ha forwarded te Geogress.

7a At the estemer 2,1992, emotias im someter shanakse's office (see
Iab. paragraph lej, the level of seperviales by PER ed the senatise

wee diesessed thoroughly. similarly, ser estians to provide |
sepp 11ae ama egetpoest to the eenetAme during emergemeias were,

1

esplaimed te Mr. Gary. Perther, specifle infeemeties atest ,

amargeasy supply warehouses is scopense to a geestiam pened I

earlier by Ber. Gary wee pseviana to his le a .7mly 15, 1992, |

1etter fsee the PmE - Chief Osmessi (see asolaears). Se anyees
eith intergeverseestal relatisme emportense tenue, seek level of
government (state free federal, meesty frem state, ons.) likes to
%s their eum thing". camaties eftes en met went ,the limited
oversight provided by stata. Sheeld this he the doetse-of Inc
and vaan, ymE stil oesyty and provide more oversight.

To. . At the seen esteher 2,1993, emotias, the eyele of plan soviene
and updates eso empletand'te lar, eery. We T -8- ' that plans

are living desemente, kep6 ;1eeen less in three ring hindere and
ebenged to the emed arises, Further, em 7 =8 M that a plan is
esver esseidased "ftalahme; basesse as the plammLeg elemente and
esvaremment eheese, the plan is easeded to reftast these chanyme.

74. The seemmes for est malag m&11tary treams for evesusties are
damerihed in detail skove.

7e perimg the Ooteher 2,1903, easting with Mr. Gary, Senater
Af. h and Osunioniemer thentier, I eseisised to thr. Gary

that, in ser eerseet siteettee, there see inestfisiest

joesifiestian fsee the seesties to ask tase stility rate papers to
assoas the additional 88.g00,000 Bar. Gary h*=d la impiad'

easte threegh het 147 to seppert enesty redsenegical enesgemey
seepanas estivitime. Someter shamaker fossefelly stated that he
emeld not and weeld est phase each a. besdam em the rete payers
esa penserivania wee is the themes ed a seriamo amenemie
reesselma. Onesiastemor Sheaffer agseed. The . utilitime have
stated ther are rolestaat to psevida more steokholder er rete

i
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payer funde to Pmm. Palk ham . requested, both threegh state
gevesseost chamaele and frue the utilities, sure funde te meet'

the '.imeroaming gests of the radiological meergency preparednees
progree.

7g. The snower to tAls quantion was provides to Mr. Gary 1.a the FM
rmama causeel's letter of July 15, 1993, as fatlese:

" Federal studies LadAcate signifienst radiation esposeree from a
===1==e pseer staties wiki he limited te withis lo miles of the
facility. For this reases, dotatied plaam are in place to manage
the needed protective assies against espesure in that area. In

the event people emed to be protested la areas hereed 10 miles,
these estimes will be eatended. as far as they are esaded. The
emesgency roepense . orgealestion within 10 miles eas he entended
as osedLtions warrant. Indeed, Pennsylvania esistalas the most
esmaesvative evacuation peiley for emelear peuer plaats within
the United states. While other *emelaar statte" eTessate la
sostere, the policy duries both the Therebergh and camey
admialatrattoms requires evementing 360 dessess of the estise
asysessmate lo mile sys.=

This ammeer was elemerated upon la porose with ser. easy daring
the esteher : 2, 1993, mestieg. It is diessuraging to este that
the eeC, a major player with - eft la the developoset of the 10
mile plume espeemse pathony emesgeosy piammims sens, referred
this geesties to the a=e======wh of peansylvents for as asemer.

7h. This geestian wee alas addseemed in the estadier 2,1993, ammating,
It see esplaimed to 3er, easy that emelaar poeme pleet biennial
enerokees sere som1=8 la the late afteresse hours te
assomandata the headsede of salesteera uhe-staff asey of the
seesty and emateipal 300 stagi met emergeoey reopense posittees.
These velusteers are willing te respeed to a true emergoesy. at*

any time, het they mammes affeed te leave their seguias
sopioyment durieg bestamos house jest for drille. he yee hees,
posseytvania Le heavily W epen veienteere to -eske the
esmegener ==^g====* eyetma unsk due to feeding limitatione. ur.
easy ende it olenety kneen et this meeting that he wested to

.

8agaam the same standards for toepenas as these enintained by
estive military enite. ameh stemdesde are est feasihte for a
sivi11ase systes that relies to soy eigetrienet degree sa
veteekenes.

an. Issyer need's commenta se radiological oestgemey reopease pleasing
are almayo emesidered, peregsspa le aheve septaine state and
sederal pelier and plane.

.

sh. ese paragraph le aheve.

So. amme spectaneese eveceatione dering euelear pesar plaat diameters - '

amet he assumed. aseover, salees rush and the ERO are willing to
state pebliely for the remord that the itHnL1e aps is inadegoate

.
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and that asesytiana east be made for R&irrisburg and other similar
EPls,near large population sentere, the PEM& will contisme to
fellow mac and FMEk guiamaam regasding each plamaing. Barristurg
holleves, as sammented, that they esuld handle their ~ populatian
if there see a widespread evacuatica. The state comeure.

ad. The ' February 7, 1993,- amourity Lasammet at THI has been
investigated by the nac and anaforenees were held La Barriehung
to deserthe the results of that lavestigaties. .PENE formally
regioned the reopease by the state and the involved esamties and*

amanamipalities. It is sapacted that per review will he released
by the Governor's office enestion La July. sapine eili he ende

avetlable to all appropriate goverseest agemales spes request. .

Fush is also conserend thout the Fehymany 7 essurity breemk at
Ttt2. We emeit with Latarest the soeulte of the ERC eensultatione
as doeLgn basis threat for seelear-poser plaats. <

9. Regarding the point of disagresseet hetgeen ler. Gary 'and Mayor
Reed. We agree with IInyer Pand. Full =geale bee drills are toe

oestly, signifienstly redimestery and --- y. mar gesistase

en aer. Gary's other pointe are demerited la detali aheve.

The plans to support the response te an esseguesy at 911 have been med' ,
are being revissed on a periadam kasis and .are evaluated bienatally, peak Le
seti sware, and hee se affissed is every simmatal esereias, that these plass
provide sesseeable asentence for the ,r - a = ei the puh11e heelkk and
estety. There stil aiseye he ebenges, earrestises, revisames and ingrevements
is this engelag presses, hat the plane are essentially valid.

Idr. Gary's petitiam ena filed is July iggs. There is La the messars
to his geestions and the responses ta his allegatione mething that sea ingally ,

or reasonably dimesedit the 've11dity of the .sessemaham ensuramos that is and c

has been provided over the unoy years- Ke,the piamming and esereise validattaa
pronose. FERE een affirm tain to the mand, in turn, te Ier. Gary.

t ,

S Ly,
,

J, . 1-.'

:-
L. Amor

Direster

JLL JOf8j$h

soolosuse

ces coensiesigner masse 11 L. Sheatrar

#eephia county
28&she41 E. Marts, Caerdinatar

Deschia cuesty a n
emerTo Giangi, GPUs

4
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/ my15, 1992'

mr. menert sary -

p. o. ese ass 7
Earrisburg, Pa===ylvania 17105-1437

Omar Mr. Garya

This latter respeeds to the apsactises/-~= that pas raised aheet ,*

radiologiset emergemey respeces plannies is yger letters of Jues 12,17, and 29,
The mM to thsee aguentiems/seesaram are se fellowes1992.

1. geestions ehr Le all of easter city Barristesag est imeledad in the
Energeney Svessation Seest

the amargency sveceation Some refereed to is testimiss11yasepasses
dessrihed de thu pleas Seposese 34thung Esanguesy plasming game (Ept).
Federal egnadise ind&sete signifteast radiattaa eagesuses fuen a emelear

Per thispeuer staties will be 11asited to withis 10 miles of the foot 11ty.
reasse, detailed piene are in plasn'to samego the emoded psutestive assise
agaient eepoesse in that as1se. Za _tte evens people emed to be pastassed la
asses kmyond le miles, these estians will he entended as far as they are

The emessemey respesos engeninasses winnis se eLise see heeasdad.
esseemed se esaditimme muerent. redood, posesyteenia seistates the most
seenerwet. Lee eveemenien, pealey see econese pesar plaat aseidente La the*

v.it.d stones. shtsa other =simiene etiastr states * evemente in eestese,
the pellet eerkes hath the theeshuggs,. and seesy administretteam segnisme-

e,meestieg aan segrees of the sett,e esseeminate to male ars.,

-

:- t

2. Geestaaet shy esos puseL est =8 h at=*a file of leetere se iammet inns
sensesse pewriders? ', ,

.

Esteers et 1steet, sostual aid agenommate, she. ase enestietedBeepasses
med manaams--a by the ziek essetime ehene the ressessee' ase to be seed.
Both the Pedonal m esToesy in==ag====* kgemey and p m have reenstly hague ;

to pleen esse emphasie'en seat deseenesattaa ta insther refame ser panes.
Mise e88ert w&11 eastieue, aleeg geith a seenher et etter plan sofisemente
ent& Asne the as.h fiemet year.

In this sogard, it ehem16 he endarsteed that piameing fue meelear poser ,

M off sitt safety, ikke any etter fees of managemer operas. hues
seek plane ase living h =, maintained te lassePiaseing, sever ende.

leaf hindere, and are esmatantly helag satised, added es, er ebesgods
homenee, eitset.iese and' esadittees la the envistammes adesessed by the -

ttene changes reage from simple mens med telepheme needserpleas ebeags.
and methods of partnamies seegnese and removery8-----sevisteme to ens t

)

: l
.
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"-- that have been gleamed from etnadias and amoreises. Is a
praetiaal messe, use can asy that me plan for antimipated operations. is'

Parther, plamains is time onessentag, laher Latensive eerkever semplete.
that requirse the eseperative participaties of.federale state, sounty andse im FBOL seek very hard to maintalasuasaipal levele of goverommet.
emotamuses and effective eseenaminations with the p14aalag jurisdistions La
the -ith. This dose est mesa that at any given tismo seen elemmets
of a plan will est emed to be sydated.

3. geestions my have the tue regi==m1 easehouses sited in Title 38 have est
been metah11ahedf

The start asseur la that funde beve est been alleested by themesponses
legislagste fear this purpose, even theegh the regeisamment is in the 1er.
This is est ======m1, particularly for espi4a1 ==y==ditares. Large protesta

imonssed 1ste leer eften fall vietin to the priaritteettee of flaite-

The mere thougatful reopease is that eash aspensive familitammressusene.
are ill edvised, ainee Faum has steek piles of variano esmogency supp11em
at other depart === mal facilities snak as Terrasse state aespital, Pike

.

canter, and other ta=mae==n,

4. Geest s ame my not ase tralme and airewaft te evassaget

First, se emplaimed above,-the evassen&am of marrieharg is estmaara==as seemedly, the'fasteet nothese ed evementies in the timeaseeseary.
availahim ase privese autemehilee med kneses. aves = mat == et siesch3m

w *-- by train and airesart is a far seen mampt tam *=d and time
someendas apareties to plea and aumente them weing astenabiles een heeses,
.,

e-141 aimerait are -

te say eseJ6&ag of the preh&hitive aeste savolved.
sparemme emir hy the mir seems. sker mee est, es puse latter enggeste,
aise famed la the hemys navy and Multies eerpe. these 31ames, et limited
senhor, ese employed emend wide on e da&&y hemie. Se paschal asifia&est| .

'

a&sereft to ediest an evesenties toeste take days, est hours, and only after
| 'the bestasstles of meergener by the Puesament. The poseihiitty of the

bepareemsk ed Befoose passaetpatteg th seek me oveemetten m&seien le h&ghly
.seen them, the see of empatal city &Lrgest osmid he Aspees&htesemittely.

husesse, then A&rpeus, like Berriebest Y======* atman, is eithin the Flame .

Empeemse senhuey sps of Sut. Beem if sentite&act heddess manne at capital
eity eene ave 11ahle, ese it is amt, fee &11 time see operette, e-less fsee
this a&rf&a14.(taeluding length of semenye) are leadequate. reist
suggestaan that o=141s could stage out of the eershey a&spect (&dentifiedtem famid isam 6 airpest se air envigatias starts) ess's emet.

in all estagnetae taeloding its sheet someer of 1908needmLiv i==^=Ta=*=
O-lets sepaire senemye well &m essene et 9000 feet far safeAmen.

suffian to say that mese papelataea 'evesnsettees try aimerastageschasse.
and mamano sente far essees the evemmatten time settmates se ese have for
estamhiles and bessee.

5. 9esettens my are eseous figures in the plane est, updated every yeart

1
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f, , t Mr. hohert eary
.7tly 15, 1992%

:.*' page 2
' - @,* ,

.

s zathe;.st. .o - . sed regie 1 taum. J - ,or
-

speaties plamaing figures. The 1990 eeness shoemd th*== estiastes to he

very imeasurste and actually pata*=d a false pietsre - masalir prediettag
steady greeth etars la f ast the populatta== held seestaat er des 11and. 30ere

insertently, they did met realistiestly capture the demographie shifte
eithis the Gesumeneoalth. The 1990 asseus figures nas la hand and are keing
fastered Ames all of ear yt a==eng.

4. Samatiass New are the fees cellestad neder aestiana 7230(e) and (d) et the
amargemey senmagement serviene code (25 Pa. c.d. $7101 g gg.) esy== dad?

h11 of the fees es11ested modeo these tten sectimme are used byBespammes
Pseh to earzy est the many redislogical energemey response peeparedasse and
planning remetimes and deties that are pLamed usan the agener hy seesame
732e(h) of the code. This laslades the payemet of enlar&as and benefits
for these FMk employees who are directly involved is carrying out these
radiological emergmany response and planning activities. .

'Phamh ygg jgg ygur egyggeged iggeregg 13 ggg gggge diggggged
.

redtelagtmal amerwener roepense planaias issues.

sincerely,
ac

Q: W b LD
.

Mark L. Goodeia
chief couneet

HEAsdja (Tels 717-743-5150)
.

eee Jeesph L. Lay 1mur .
,

* i .. .* .
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i(% iq ,, *(i ! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |
*

/ WASHINGTON, D.C. 2055543001

February 15, 1994

Docket No. 50-289
l
1

LICENSEE: GPU Nuclear Corporation

FACILITY: Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 1 (TMI-1)

SUBJECT: SUMMARY OF FEBRUARY 2, 1994, MEETING WITH ROBERT GARY REGARDING HIS
10 CFR 2.206 PETITION TO POWER DOWN TMI-l

On Wednesday, February 2,1994, a public meeting was held at the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) offices located at One White Flint North,
Rockville, Maryland with Mr. Robert Gary, a representative of the Pennsylvania
Institute for Clean Air (PICA). The purpose of the meeting was to allow Mr.
Gary to provide any final information to the NRC staff regarding his petition,
filed under 10 CFR 2.206, to " power down" the TMI-l nuclear power plant
because of alleged deficiencies in the Dauphin County (Pennsylvania)
Radiological Emergency Response Plan (RERP). Enclosure 1 is the list of
participants at the meeting. Enclosure 2 is a package of various documents
distributed to the participants by Mr. Gary during the meeting. Enclosure 3
is a transcript of the meeting.

The subject petition was filed on July 10, 1992. As required, the NRC
requested assistance from the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to
evaluate the allegations made in the petition. FEMA completed their
evaluation in December 1993 and forwarded a report with the results on
December 16, 1993. The NRC staff sent a copy of the FEMA report to Mr. Gary
and other interested parties on January 4, 1994, to encourage openness in the
2.206 process, even as its own evaluation of the FEMA report was just
beginning. The staff is in the final stages of developing a recommended
director's decision in response to Mr. Gary's petition and the subsequent FEMA
investigation.

Mr. Gary opened the meeting on February 2 with a presentation regarding the
issues he considers to be important insofar as offsite emergency planning and
preparedness surrounding the TMI-l facility. He stated the three principal
issues he wanted to address were the size and shape of the emergency planning
zone (EPZ) around the TMI-l facility, particularly as it affects the City of
Harrisburg, the military, and the money (associated with emergency planning in
the Harrisburg area). None of the issues raised pertain to the onsite
emergency plan at the facility itself, which is developed by the TMI-l
licensee, GPU Nuclear Corporation, and approved by the NRC. The text of Mr.
Gary's presentation can be found on pages 3 through 9 of Enclosure 2.
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Following Mr. Gary's presentation, there was a brief question and answer
period (see Enclosure 3). One question asked was what the term " power down"
means as stated in the petition. Mr. Gary stated that it did not necessarily
mean to shut down and cool down the reactor but could mean operation at a very
reduced power level, including the hot standby mode (reactor critical at less
than 2% of full power).

Following the question and answer period, Mr. Gary presented some closing
remarks and the meeting was then adjourned.

/

Ron d W. H rnan, Senior Project Manag
Project Directorate I-4

Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
1. List of Attendees
2. Documents distributed

by Mr. Gary
3. Transcript

cc w/ enclosures:
See'next page
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Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit I l

cc w/ enclosures:

Michael Ross Mir.hele G. Evans
0&M Director, THI-l Senior Resident Inspector (TMI-1)
GPU Nuclear Corporation U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Post Office Box 480 Post Office Box 311
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Michael Laggart Regional Administrator, Region I
Manager, Licensing U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
GPU Nuclear Corporation 475 Allendale Road
100 Interpace Parkway King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Robert B. Borsum
Jack S. Wetmore B&W Nuclear Technologies
TMI Licensing Manager Suite 525 i

GPU Nuclear Corporation 1700 Rockville Pike
Post Office Box 480 Rockville, Maryland 20852
Middletown, Pennsylvania 1/057

Ernest L. Blake, Jr., Esquire William Dornsife, Acting Director
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Bureau of Radiation Protection

.

!
2300 N Street, NW. Pennsylvania Department of '

Washington, DC 20037 Environmental Resources
,

Post Office Box 2063
Chairman Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Board of County Commissioners

of Dauphin County Mr. T. Gary Broughton, Vice President :
Dauphin County Courthouse and Director - TMI-l :

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 GPU Nuclear Corporation
Post Office Box 480

Chairman Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057
|Board of Supervisors

of Londonderry Township Robert Gary
R.O. #1, Geyers Church Road Pennsylvania Institute
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 for Clean Air

2211 Washington Avenue (#301) |Mr. Joseph LaFluer, Director Silver Spring, MD 20910 !
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
Transportation & Safety Building, Rm. B151
Post Office Box 3321
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3321
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ENCLOSURE I

LIST OF ATTENDEES
FEBRUARY 2, 1994 MEETING WITH ROBERT GARY

REGARDING A 2.206 PETITION TO SHUT TMI-I DOWN

TITLE AFFILIATION TITLE

Ronald W. Hernan NRC/NRR/PDI-4 Senior Project Manager

Robert Gary PICA Senior Researcher

Ralph DeSantis GPUN Public Affairs Manager

Jeffery Grisewood GPUN TMI Lead Offsite Emergency
Pl anner

Dennis V. Hassler GPUN THI Licensing Engineer

Alan Nelson NUMARC Senior Project Manager

Falk Kantor NRC/NRR/PEPB Acting Branch Chief, PEPB

Giovanna Longo OGC/NRC Trial Attorney

Scott Boynton NRR/PEPB EP Specialist

Steven Aoukaitis FEMA-Region III RAC Chairman

Megs Hepler FEMA Headquarters Director, Exercises Division

Stan Wentz FEMA Headquarters Team Leader, Exercises
Division

Elaine I. Chan FEMA /0GC ,,_ Legal Counsel, Program Law

John Price FEMA-Region III REP, Tech. Hazards Program )
Jerry Lambert PEMA TMI Offsite Planner

Robert Pollard UCS Nuclear Safety Engineer

Mark Goodwin PEMA Legal Counsel

John Kopeck NRC Public Affairs !

John F. Stolz NRC/NRR/DRPE Director, PD I-4

Michael Blood Associated Press Reporter |

|

|
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[pa ua $% UNITED STATES
j j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION..

* * WASHINGTON, D.C 2055E4001

% ,,,,,+ January 25, 1994

Docket No. 50-289

MEMORANDUM FOR: Michael L. Boyle, Acting Director
Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

FROM: Ronald W. Hernan, Senior Project Manager
Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II

SUBJECT: FORTHCOMING MEETING WITH ROBERT GARY REGARDING HIS
10 CFR 2.206 PETITION TO SHUT DOWN THREE MILE ISLAND NUCLEAR
STATION, UNIT I

DATE & TIME: Wednesday, February 2, 1994
1:30 pm - 3:30 pm

LOCATION: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North, Room 4 8 13
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852

PURPOSE': To receive information from Robert Gary regarding his
petition (on behalf of the Pennsylvania Institute for Clean
Air (PICA)) to shut down Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit I because of deficiencies in the Dauphin County, PA
emergency plan. This meeting is being held at Mr. Gary's
request.

PARTICIPANTS *: F_8& P_LGA

Ronald Hernan, NRR Robert Gary
Falk Kantor, NRR
Rich Emch, NRR EDM
Scott Boynton, NRR
Giovanna Longo Megs Hepler

Stan Wentz

1 0}&# [d w -

Ronald W. Hernan, Senior Project Manager
Project Directorate I-4W d M O ~( g "o Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

cc: See next page

CONTACT:
R. Hernan, NRR
504-2010

* Meetings between NRC technical staff and applicants or licensees are open f or
interested members of the public, petitioners, intervenors, or other parties
to attend as observers pursuant to "Open Meeting Statement of NRC Staff
Policy," 43 Federal Reoister 28058,6/28/78.
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Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit No. 1

|

cc:

Michael Ross Michele G. Evans
0&M Director, TMI Division Senior Resident Inspector (TMI-1)
GPU Nuclear Corporation U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Post Office Box 480 Post Office Box 311
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Michael Laggart Regional Administrator, Region I
Manager, Licensing U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission |

GPU Nuclear Corporation 475 Allendale Road (100 Interpace Parkway King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

Robert B. Borsum
Jack S. Wetmore B&W Nuclear Technologies
TMI Licensing Manager Suite 525
GPU Nuclear Corporation 1700 Rockville Pike
Post Office Box 480 P.ockville, Maryland 20852
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Ernest L. Blake, Jr., Esquire William Dornsife, Acting Director
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Bureau of Radiation Protection
2300 N Street, NW. Pennsylvania Department of
Washington, DC 20037 Environmental Resources

Post Office Box 2063
Chairman Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
Board of County Commissioners

of Dauphin County T. Gary Broughton, Vice President
Dauphin County Courthouse and Director - THI
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 GPU Nuclear Corporation

Post Office Box 480
Chairman Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

| Board of Supervisors
| of Londonderry Township Robert Gary

R.D. #1, Geyers Church Road 2211 Washington Avenue (#301)
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Silver Spring, MD 20910 |
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2211 Washington Avenue (#301), Silver Spring, MD 20910

Tele: (301) 587-7147

Comments at NRC Public Meeting, Feb 2, 1994, by Robert Gary,
Senior Researcher, for The Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air

,

I appreciate the opportunity to make a few comments at this
public meeting on behalf of PICA, The Pennsylvania Institute for
Clean Air. We have three issues to address today, the EPZ, the
Military, and the Money. All the other matters raised by PICA are
either dependent on these three main issues or they have already
been satisfactorily dealt with and don't require further
discussion.

To begin the discussion on the EPZ issue, I want to talk a
little bit about the way that PEMA conceives of emergency
preparedness. Mr. LaPleur says in paragraph 7 g of his letter,
"In the event that people need to be protected in areas beyond 10
miles, these actions will be extended as far as they are needed.
The emergency response organization within 10 miles can be
extended as conditions warrant." /

The suggestion is that the EPZ would be extended as needed
in an emergency. It is PICA's position that such an extension is
impossible. In an emergency, there is no time to extend the EPZ.
Any plan to evacuate Harrisburg needs to be made now before the
emergency, not in'its midst. Any plan that included the
evacuation of Harrisburg would be 1000 buses short not 50 buses
short. The reason that PEMA has enough buses is because they are
dealing with the toy problem of the EPZ which only includes 10% of
Harrisburg. If we agree that emergency preparedness means making
plans in advance, not in the middle of an emergency, then if we
were to make plans now for the evacuation of Harrisburg, we would
either have to find another 1000 buses or use military trucks.
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If there's serious radiation within the EPZ, Harrisburg will i

evacuate. The issue is whether PEMA, or the Military will be i

there with a plan, with trucks, with tents, with kitchens, first
aid stations and field commanders. In California, after the
recent earthquake, it took four days for the National Guard to
set up tent cities and field kitchens. There was no plan. In
Harrisburg, if there's no plan, we can't wait four days for a
military response. Without a plan people will have to evacuate
without the assistance of the military, and they will do so, as
best they can, as they did in 1979.

The delay in evacuating people in 1979, caused 50 deaths in
the exposed population according to the testimony of this Senior
Researcher in the U.S. Congrens in 1985. My point is that when
it's time to move people, it's too late to start figuring out how
to do it. The RERP should contain evacuation plans for a
Contingent Planning Area (CPA) north of the present EPZ and to I

include Harrisburg. The information should be specific with |
; authentic operational data and directions. It probably will need j

to include military trucks since we know that even with the very I

sparsely populated EPZ that misses 90% of Harrisburg, they are j

already 50 buses short.

The RERP should not contain, as it does now, extensive
recitations of jurisdictional responsibilities and descriptions
of tables of organization and how intergovernmental agencies
interrelate. It should be cut to no more than 100 pages. It
should be tabbed, waterproofed, color-coded, and set in large
type. It should be arranged so that the most junior person in the
official chain of emergency command, with no executive guidance,
could give appropriate orders and make the emergency response

| process happen by the numbers, by the book, according to the
1 plan. Junior people, and everyone in the chain should be drilled

for their ability to run a response out of the book. The present
RERP passes the weight test, and it may have some public
relations value, but it is missing many of the critical elements
of a plan, which PEMA says are in the SOP's or would be made up

|
on the spot.

To illustrate one could examine paragraph ic of Mr.
LaFleur's letter in which we see the general tenor of PEMA's idea
of emergency preparedness. He's talking there about Guard units
and he says, "Their specific tasks will be determined when the
units become available and the needs of the County EMA have been
solidified in light of events as they unfold." In other words,
PEMA will administer the emergency response on a ex tempore
basis, figuring out what to do as the situation develops. This is
really the opposite of emergency preparedness. If there's one
thing we do know in the limited experience we have it is that you
can't plan how you are going to respond to an emergency in the
midst of the emergency. People who try either find themselves

( inundated by data, paralysed.by possibilities, or galvanized into
actions that turn out to be mistakes.'

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - _ -
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Now as we turn to the second main topic, the use of military
trucks, we can stay in that same paragraph lc of Mr. LaFleur's
letter and we find that, "The Guard is equipped with ... combat
support vehicles ... that do not lend themselves to the safe and
orderly movement of civilians" PICA disagrees with this point,
this point is wrong in our opinion. Whether it's right or wrong,
PEMA has no expertise in this area, and there's no indication
that it has done any study of this point. In Bosnia military
trucks have been used to transport civilians, not once but
hundreds of times. There has been no report of people being hurt
as a result. If there's a problem in the use of military trucks,
that can be studied. DOD or the Guard can let us know whether a
extra piece of equipment is needed to help civilians get on and
off a military truck, or if there are techniques that would
permit one person to help another in this evolution. Similarly,
if there are problems maintaining civilians in a safe arrangement
while the truck is moving, we would want to know what
distinguishes civilians from military personnel in this regard,
and what options there are to deal with the safety factor. A
peremptory statement by PEMA is not convincing on this point. A
due diligence inquiry is required and PICA suggests that after
such an inquiry it would be found military trucks can indeed be
used for civilians.

In the same paragraph (1c), Mr. LaFleur finds that a plan
would not have to include a list of Guard equipment that could be
deployed, since that too could be figured out in the midst of the
emergency.

The third main issue is the issue of the money. $500,000
just doesn't seem like enough money for all nuclear emergency

| preparedness for the entire commonwealth of Pennsylvania. We know
from paragraph 1(b) of Mr. LaFleur's letter that, "The revenues
from the 9-1-1 line charges currently provide $52,000,000 per
year to support public safety within the state. PICA offers that
information only as a rough gauge of levels of expenditure for
public safety in Pennsylvania. If we figure that maybe 10% of
what the 9-1-1 line charges provide might be an appropriate

i amount for nuclear emergency preparedness, that would give us a
'

budget of about $5,000,000 statewide, which would mean an i

assessment of $1,000,000 per site, instead of $100,000 as |

presently done.

PEMA says that Senator Schumaker, a member of the Republican
i

Party, doesn't want to burden the rate payers. PEHA tells us that |the utilities say they don't want to burden the stockholders, i

FEMA says that PEMA has taken reasonable steps to acquire
additional resources. It appears to PICA that PEMA has taken no
energetic steps to acquire appropriate resources, recognizing
that the organization is headed up by the Lieutenant Governor of
the State who has been personally aware of PICA's concerns since
October of 1992.
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Many other issues are tied to the money question. There's no ,

second warehouse because there's no money for it. There are I
almost no unscheduled drills because the participants are |
volunteers because there's no money to pay them (see LaFleur
letter paragraph 7h and 9).

PICA would like to look at some of the options to deal with I
the three main issues in a secon4 but before turning away from |

Mr. LaFleur's letter there's a point that needs to be addressed.
In parsgraph 8c the suggestion is made that, "Harrisburg believes ,

that they could handle their population if there was a widespread |
evacuatian." This is totally false. It would take a five minute
call tc Mayor Reed to verify what PICA says here. Or we can look
at some correspondence. In his letter of June 24, 1992, the Mayor
says that there will not be sufficient available resources for
any evacuation activities beyond the 10 mile radius unless the i

NRC adjusts the evacuation boundary. In his letter of July 20,
1992, the Mayor says a state of emergency would necessitate a
mass evacuation for which sufficient resources would not be
immediately available. In his letter of September 23, 1992 the
Mayor says the Dauphin County Plan needs to be improved,
particularly in the area of identifying currently available ;

transportation resources. We support your view that military
vehicles, of which there are plenty in the immediate Harrisburg
area be part of the Dauphin County Plan. In his letter of
December 28, 1992, the Mayor says that the fire chief is writing
the CO's of the military bases and trying to get use of the
vehicles -- he says their availability would be critical to the
mass movement of thousands of people. Even Representative Gekas
is happy to pass the idea along to the Secretary of Defense on
PICA's behalf. Finally, in his letter of February.8, 1993 the
Mayor says that in light of the non-uooperation of FEMA and the
NRC in extending the EPZ, Harrisbur.g has identified sufficient
resources to accomplish an evacustion but Harrisburg's plan is
not officially recognized by the County or the State or the
Federal Government.

Under these circumstances it is hardly fair for Mr. LaFleur
to say that Harrisburg believes they could handle their
population if there was a widespread evacuation. Mayor Reed has
tried to identify resources to fill the gap but he believes no
such thing as Mr. LaFleur suggests. Identification of resources
is one thing; an integrated emergency preparedness plan is
another. When we built nuclear power plants it wasn't with the
idea that Mayor s would go out and try to identify resources. It
was with the idea that there was going to be emergency
preparedness plans. The heroism of Mayor Reed cannot be used by
Mr. LaFleur as a shield to deflect justified observations of Kr.
LaFleur's own negligence. |

i

|
1

I

|
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Now to examine some options.

On the EPZ issue, the option that PICA suggests is that the ;

NRC declare the existence of a Contingency Planning Area (CPA) to
the north of the present EPZ and to include Harrisburg. The
beauty of this option is that you don't have to extend the EPZ
itself. You can make your own rules for what kinds of plans need
to be done for a CPA. If there are other places in the country
where CPA's are appropriate, they can be handled on a case by
case basis.

The CPA approach allows you to do a layered official
evacuation. When its time to declare an official evacuation of

,

Harrisburg, you will have something to work with, you won't be ;

making it up on the spot in the midst of an emergency.

If you have to evacuate the CPA, you will need the military
trucks. They are far better in some of the small streets of
Harrisburg anyway than the very bulky passenger buses. You would
have to assume that streets might be blocked by stalled !
privately owned vehicles. Military trucks with plenty of .I
clearance and heavy suspensions could get around blockages by ;
going up on sidewalks, as big passenger buses could not. :

We feel that you could use a CPA approach in response to our |
2.206 Petition. A rulemaking is not required. This is a
contingency planning area -- it is a decision to make additiond
plans, it doesn't take anything away from anybody, it doesn't
affect anybody's rights, except perhaps the right to life of the

i

people who live in Harrisburg. There's not the sort of due i

process issue that would make a rulemaking necessary. {
l

on the military issue, PICA would suggest the following )
option. Military trucks would only be needed if the CPA had to be '

evacuated, but if they were needed they would be needed to
evacuate the CPA. Mr. LaFleur is already 50 buses short and his
plan only touches 10% of Harrisburg. The language of exactly how
the Guard will be used is unclear. PEMA doesn't think that
military trucks can be used to evacuate civilians. The Guard's
role is: traffic control, emergency transportation (presumably of ,

!

officials), emergency fuel, and clearing of roads (see page 10 of
Kwiatkowski letter 16 DEC 93).

1

Military trucks to evacuate the CPA can't take six hours to
assemble and move from their armories (LaFleur paragraph lc) so
maybe someone other than the Guard needs to provide them. There
might be an Army unit at Indiantown Gap, or a unit _at New
Cumberland, or Mechnicksburg, or somewhere else that could
respond quicker than six hours. It's possible that the Guard
could respond quicker than six hours. PEKA's statement shouldn't
be taken at face value unless its backup by some kind of
official statement from the Guard. The NRC wouldn't want the
Department of Commerce to tell the White House what the NRC could
do. You would want to speak for yourselves, and PICA thinks the
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Guard should be accorded the same privilege.

Our idea of correct procedure for evacuation with military
trucks starts with the fact that even with an officially declared
evacuation, you can't force people on to trucks. The military
trucks should be deployed to very scattered small neighborhood
pickup points and they should do several in sequence unti.1 they
are full and then go to a tent city somewhere beyond the plume.
Since the civilian evacuees are not all going to be ready at
once, the trucks just need to keep streaming through the city
picking up whoever is ready and getting as many people out as
want to go. There should be enough trucks so that there's a seat
on a truck for everybody that needs one. This may mean that
trucks have to loop back around and make a second or third pass.

If radiation levels are such that it is not acceptable to
leave any military personnel in place for any purpose, then on
their final pass the trucks need to pick up all deployed military
personnel. PICA is operating on the premise that no matter what
the radiation level it is never acceptable to force any competent
adult from their home and into a truck. We also feel that
protection of property takes second place to protecting the lives
and health of service personnel. We also hold that verbal orders
not amounting to actual force may be used to induce people onto
trucks. Finally, we hold that the Commonwealth and the Federal
Government is in loco parentis of all unaccompanied incompetents
and minors, and they may be forced onto trucks if radiation
conditions are life threatening.

The option for NRC at this point is to investigate and find
out what military resources are available, what they could do,
how fast they could respond, and how many people they could
handle. If agreements can be made, military participation should
be worked into the overall emergency preparedness plan, and most
particularly for the CPA. A commitment to undertake such an
investigation and if feasible, work military resources into thej

plan,would be regarded by PICA as an adequate response to its
2.206 Request. Again, no rights are being taken away from
anybody. There's no due process issue. A rulemaking is not
required.

On the money issue, PICA proposes the following least
radical option. The NRC should mandate that the TMI site will
remit $1,000,000 per year instead of $100,000 to the Act 147
account, with this $1,000,000 being earmarked exclusively for use
for the emergency planning and protection of the people in the
risk Counties surrounding the TMI site. PICA believes that
$5,000,000 is the right figure for the entire Commonwealth, and
that any reasonable survey of County Executives and Mayors would
support that view.

. ___ ___ - __ _ - -__ - __ - _ -_ _ -___ - - __ _
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We would be very pleased if the NRC adopted a stronger| -

option and federalized the collection and distribution of these
funds based on a recognition that the Commonwealth at this time
is structurally and politically unprepared to take any step that
might displease big business. If private industry is so strong in
a state that the offices and Agencies of the state become its
instrumentalities contrary to the public interest, then insofar
as the NRC has responsibilities to safeguard the citizens, the
issue may be federalized and dealt with by federal mandate.

Somewhere between the utility, PEHA, and the Pennsylvania
Legislature, there seems to be a lack of ability to run TMI-1 in

.a manner that is consistent with public safety. FEMA has had two
years to investigate this and come to appropriate conclusions.
Mayor Reed in his letter of January 19, 1994 to Senator Wofford
indicates, in the most official way possible, that the NRC should
do a de novo investigation of the critical points.

We feel that this would be acceptable under the rules
requiring that FEMA get first bite at the apple. The NRC should
contact the appropriate military authorities, find out about
military trucks, examine the idea of a contingent planning area,
and inquire into the money issue in a meaningful way.

We think a de novo investigation of the critical points
could be done by the NRC in 90 days. But whatever time it takes,
the NRC should order a power down of TMI-1 during the pendency of
the investigation. Time has been on the side of the utility, PEMA
and the Legislature for two years. This time has been used to do
nothing of significance. If they have time on their side for the |
next 20 years, they will do nothing for that long. '

But if time were not on their side, we would see action. We
|

would see a utility anxious to get a good plan in place, anxious !
to pay for it, anxious to help organize it. We would see PEMA

. discovering the, possibility of many things .that :were thought
impossible before. And we would see a' Legislature ready and !
willing to pass any appropriate law to stave off federalization
of safety funding or a broader federalization of nuclear
regulation in Pennsylvania. Shifting the time burden would cause |

a lot of inertia to disappear. No substantive changes can be made |

in preparedness unless that inertia is overcome. The People need
a good plan, unless the NRC steps in they are not going to get
one.

Consistent with the Mayor's letter to PICA of January 19,
1994, we say that if we can't get a de novo investigation by the
NRC on the three critical points, and a Contingency Planning Area
defined for Harrisburg and completed with a meaningful plan, then
you will force PICA to take this pen and call for a Congressional
Investigation to include the Harrisburg issue, similar issues
nationwide, and the NRC's ability to respond to incoming
information and willingness tb perform its role as a guarantor of
public safety.
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

REVEREND DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
CITY GOVERNMENT CENTER

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17101 1678
STEFilEN R. REED

MAYOR NUDO IS,1002

Mr. Robert Gary, Esquire
PO Box 1637
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1637

Dear Mr. Gary:
_

This is to achowledge your three items of recent correspondence. As you
now know, I have followed-up on my offer to unminate you to the Governor's
Office for appointment as a non-voting member of the Pennsylvania Emergency
Management Counsel. I am hopeful that the Governor would see fit to formally

|

make your appointment as I believe you would bring an impuvumt perspective
and objective analysis to the mMaim of the Pennsylvania Emergency Management
Agency.

,

We appreciate your having provided the three copies of your treatise on I
cost-effective ways to comply with the new Clean Air Act. I have given these '

copies to our three senior city governmental nMielmin with direct respanaihility
for the operation of our waste-to-energy faculties. Rinna your wrhings
encompass the very latest in tarknalagical information, this is timely and useful
data for our use.

Your comments regarding the Dauphin County Emergency Management Plan
are weH taken, particularly concerning the point that the i=pn-y ten-mila
radius une, passing through the southern portion af the city of Harrisburg,
would hardly save the evacuation af city residents and businesses in portions of
the city north of this radius. This issue has been pursued several times with
the Federal and Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agencies and, more specific-
any, with the Nuclear Regulatory Cns==tamian. The NRC position is that the
ten-mDa rudius is anMiciant and that for amargency mannagarnant ni=nning
purposes, no plan is legally required to embrace an evacuation process or plan
involving ranidants outsida of the tan-mDa radina d Three Mua Island.
Obviously, any announaainant for the evacuation of city residants in the
scuttarn part af Harrisburg would trigger an inevitable and immediate
spontaneous evacuation of residants in nearby naighbarboods, throughout ths |

city, as well as in neighborhoods of other tvunmunities dissected by the radius )
line. We are quite aware that the public transportation system and evacuation I

routes would be used by persons in addition to the residants of the affected
ten-mile limit area. Our own planning has included this contingency even
though we have been advised that such is not necessary and is essentially
unrecognized as a part of Harrisburg's plan. It is clear to us that no formal '

effort, plan or expenditure, including the assembly of snWinlant available

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ __ _ . _ - _ - - _ - _ _ - - - - -
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Mr. Robert Gary, Esquire
June 24,1992
Page Two

resources, will occur for any evacuation activities beyond the ten-ndle radius .larea of TMI nnlass and until the NRC adjusts their' evacuation boundary to a .iradius boundary beyond ten miles. '

!

As for your suggestion that the railway system be utilized for mass evacum-
tion out of the city, this suggestion has not only been an==idauwd but is
included in some of our own contingency plans. The diMinulty that arises is
that rail traffic is an antirely translant antarprise and there is no certainty as .j
to what number of passenger cars adght be availahla at any given time on any 1

given day. Nothing short of a gubernatorial daalamtion of emergency would
allow the marshalling of' resources from AMTRAK or other rail providars suffi-
cient to move their cars to Harrisburg for evacuation use. This is beyond the i
authority of the City of Harrisburg even during a declared emergency. !

Your obvious interest in the matter of amargency management is very much
appreciated. I am hopeful that the Governor will see fit to make your appoint -
ment to the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Counsel which is where your
good ideas and effectivan=== will undoubtedly do the most good for the general
public, including this city.

.We wish you continued success in your good work.

With warmest personal regards, I am

Yours sincerely,

Stephen R. Reed
Mayor

SRR:kb
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|

|
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
REVEREND DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

CITY GOVERNMENT CENTER,

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17101 1678-

STEPHEN R. REED
MAYOR

July 20,1992

Mr. Robert Gary
Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air
P. O. Box 1637-
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1637,

S

Dear Mr. Gary:

This is to acknowledge and thank you for your correspondence moeived
on July 17, 1992 which racr===anded that the City of Harrisburg snake direct
arrangements with various Federal udlitary instaHations in the area for the use ,

of their trucks and other transportation vehicles as a part of our long-range
evacuation planning. The City of Harrisburg has no objection to doing so and,
if the - -- = ding aineers of these various facilities are so wiDing, this would
considerably enhanna and expand the avaGabRity of transportation resources for
our use in the event of any amass evacuation of this city.

Therefore, the City of Harrisburg s Esmorgency Management Director is-8

being instructed to snake contact with the s ading rdriaans of the Defense .
Distribution Depots in New Cussberland and asanhaninsburg to elicit their
approval of our use of trucks _ and other transportation v=hiah in the event of
a declamd state of eamargency_ that would neomandtate a smass evacuation for
which suf&iant other maources would not be Ismsmediately avmDable.

Of course, if we add such vehicles to our * - y Managesment Plan,-

such an addition must be appmved by the county and state emergency
managemeent agencian. Since they have not made arrangements for th===
vnhicina for their separate use, I do not beneve that they have'a basis for
rejection. *

It is our hope that the Federal instaHations wD1 be receptive to our -
mquest.

For your continued interest in the welfare _of this city, you have this
city's gratitude'.

_ __ _ _ __ _ _ . __
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Mr. Robert Gary
July 20,1992
Page Two

With warmest personal regart. , I am

Yours sincerely,
&

.i .

ST EN ..

Mayor

SRR:kw

cc: Donald H. Konkle

f
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
REVEREND DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

: CITY GOVERNMENT CENTER
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17101-1678

smHEN R. REED
MAYOR kptesaber 23, 1992

Mr. Robert Gary
Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air
PO Box 1637
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1637

Dear Mr. Gary:

This is to acknowledge and thank you for your correspondence,
received several weeks ago, which included a copy of the msponse to
you from the Nuclear Regulatory N==i==ian.

As you know frosa earlier correspondence froma this aftlee, the'
City d Harrisburg agrees that there are a number of definlancies in
Dauphin County's Radiologim! &nergency Response Plan mlative to
seveal of the iteens which you have ruimad with the NRC. You have
additionally and accurately painted out inforsmation con *=ined in the
Dauphin County Plan that is no longer valid or needs to be updated. '

Clearly, under Fedent rules, the Denphin County Plan needs to be
improved, particularly in the area of identifying ou.._Gy av=fhh1, ;

transportation resources. We support your view that military vahielas,-
of which there are plenty in the i==adi=to Harrisburg area, be a part
of the Dauphin County Plan. We know that to secure such vehiel== it
would be nan ====v for the Dauphin County _ Eumergency Managemannt '

Agency to request their use through the Pennsylvania Emmergency
Managessent Agency. Nonethala==, they should be listed as an available
resource.

I have little doubt that the NRC will not grant your request _to
. order Three Mile island to a==== the generation of electrical power
until the Dauphin County Radiological M.-- -y Response Plan is
updated. It is our hope and expectation, *w9, that the NRC. wH1-

direct the state and county to ==km the corrections and additions
without delay.

! _ I suspect that somme bureaucrats will likely not appreciate the
rather detailed nature of your review of such usetters. Nonethala==,
we certainly know fmai past experience that if a radiological ,

!

>

-!
!

- . - , - _ ._ , . ,_ ,, ~._
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Mr. Robert Gary
September 23, 1992
Page Two

emergency actually occurred, there will be no thee available to redo
or add to existing plans. You are correct in your belief that the
Dauphin County Plan should be such that the county and the municipal
entities are poised to act without delay in the event of a radiological
emergency.

With warmest personal regartis, I am

Yours sincerely, |

Stephen R. Reed
Mayor

;

SRR:kb

cc: Chief Donald H. Konkle
.

-
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
REVEREND DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

CITY GOVERNMENT CENTER
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17101 1678

STEPHEN R. REED
MAYOR DeceInber 28, 1992

Mr. Robert Gary, Esquire
e/o Jerry Caplan
705 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Gary:

This is to acknowledge and thank you for your recent correspondence.

The requested letter of endorsement and support is enclosed. With the
original, I have included ten photocopies, all for your use in any mannar that
anay advance your effort to secure Federn! essployment. ' Your pursuit of a
position at the Environssental Protection Agency is one which offers prospec-
tively the best use of your considerable talents and skins. If such eenployment
does not comme to fruition, you may also want to consider the Federal Ennergency .
Management Agency, a Federal agency in need of nonne serious F=-- '- -:-g.
You would be the usan for the job, I feel.

The latest correspondence you have had fross the United States Governament
relative to arranging for the use of udlitary vehicles in the event of a unass
evacuation in: Dauphin County has been fuBy noted. Dauphin County's.Ennergency
Managessent Plan was not oudy niaficiant, in that it did.not have updated
transportation data and plans in pinos, but did not recognise nor include the
use of adlitary vahtelma. With the plethora of anDitary instmustiosas in this
area and the mther substantial vehicular fleet owned and operated by such
facilities, their avansMHty would obviously be critical to the mass unovemment
of thousands of persons in the event of a signiflaunt radiological or other

.

event. i

Harrisburg Fim Chief Donald H. Konkle, who is also the city's E _ar y--

Manage == ant Director, is being instructed to write to'ench of the commmanding
officers of the several mDitary instmustions in this aram to anske dimet !

arrangemeents and cuandtaments for the use of such vahtela=, at lesist by the ;

City of Harrisburg, as a part of the city's Banergency Managemnant' Plan.- If 1

Dauphin County secures the samme an===itaments froan the samme mDitary faciuties,
then any actual use by us of these v=hielma would have to be coordinated ased
directed through the Dauphin County Emergency Management Office. Once such
strrangements am in place, a unajor <==Immian in the county's Emmergency Managensent
Plan will have been rectified, all as a direct result of your wi- and effort.

_-
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Mr. Robert Gary, Esquire j
December 28, 1992

'
,

Page Two

We wish you continued success in all of your profemalonal and other |

pursuits.

With warmest personal regards,. I am

, Yours sincerely,

Stephen R. Reed
Mayor

SRR:kb

cc: Chief Donald H. Konkle
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
REVEREND DR. MARTIN LUTIIER KING, JR.

CITY GOVERNMENT CENTER
HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17101 1678

STEPilEN R. REED
uwon February 8, 1993

Robert Gary, Esq.
Executive Director
The Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air
749 Silver Spring Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Gary:

This is to acknowledge and thank you for your correspon-
dence, received on February 4, 1993, which included the various
items related to the Emergency Management Plan for Dauphin County
and TMI's respense to the same.

As earlier expressed, the City of Harrisburg remains of the
strong view that the Dauphin County Emergency Management Plan
nust include the specific details for the use of military vehi-
cles from the New Cumberland Army Depot and Indiantown Gap. We
should also consider the inclusion of vehicles and personnel from
the Mechanicsburg Ships Parts Control Center, which is the
largest military installation in the region. Your points on this
matter have been well taken. Like you, we also believe that
training must be conducted by the several military installations

,

so that their response capability to any major public evacuation '

would be.both timely and prepared. |
|

We are surprised to learn that TMI wants to remove from the
;

RERP all of the critical operational data. This, in our view,
would be a major omission. The City of Harrisburg therefore
opposes the removal of such information, and our Emergency
Management Director is being instructed to formally express.the
city's position on this matter with the Federal and Pennsylvania
emergency management authorities. |

As for bus drills, I can advise that a limited mobilization
of transportation resources has been a part of. previous city-con-
ducted exercises. We are mindful of the fact that an evening or
even a daytime activation or redeployment of busses involves
potentially significant expense for overtime and extra duty for
the several agencies involved. Therefore, a full mobilization of
all bus resources as part of an emergency management drill would
not be necessary. These busses would be reporting to a staging

|

_ . _ _ . _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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Robert Gary, Esq.
February 8, 1993
Page 2

area where senior city officials would provide their further
direction. We are comfortable with the current level of
preparedness in this regard.

You are correct in your assessment that it makes little
i

sense for 90% of the city's population to be excluded from the 1

10-mile evacuation zone around Three Mile Island. The truth is
that if an evacuation began in the zone, including that portion
which is south of Interstate 83 in the City of Harrisburg,
contiguous areas would likewise begin an evacuation, whether

lrequested to do so or not. We have pressed this point on multi-
!ple occasions in the past. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
!the Federal Emergency Management Agency, however, have steadfast-

ly maintained the position that under no circumstance will they
recognize or require emplacement of resources for evacuation
activity beyond the 10-mile radius. For Harrisburg, therefore,
we would expect to mobilize resources sufficient to evacuate not
only our part of the official EPZ but areas to its north. We
have sufficient identified resources in our plan to accomplish ;
this, even though such is not officially recognized by any other '

level of the emergency management system.

On the matter of Three Mile Island, there was an incident at
the plant on Sunday, February 7, about which you have undoubtedly Iheard. A civilian rammed his station wagon through the perimeter
security gate and drove the same station wagon through the closed
bay door of the Turbine Building, housing the on-line 800 mega-
watt turbine. The individual left the vehicle and hid in the
basement of the building where he was found by Pennsylvania State
Police and TMI security more than four hours after the incident
occurred. An on-site emergency was declared during this episode.
It is obvious that plant security leaves something to be desired.
If this man had a carload of explosives, he would have literally
been in a position to bring abot.t significant damage to the plant
and risk to the public. This is one of the most serious security
breaches I have ever heard of regarding a nuclear power plant inthe United States. While the city has no direct jurisdiction in
the matter of plant security, we are nonetheless pursuing the
matter of facility security.

your continued interest in the welfare of this city andregion is very much appreciated. I wish you well in your futurepursuits.

With warmest regards, I am

Yo sincerel ,

7
Stephen R. Reed

Mayor

cc: Chief Donald H. Konkle

__ ._ _ _ ~ _ _
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Office of the Mayor
The City of Harrisburg |

City Government Center |

Harrisburg, PA 17101-1678
Stephen R. Reed

i

Mayor
|

January 19, 1904 I.

1

|

The Honorable Harris Wofford, Member |

United States Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20001

Dear Senator Wofford:

Attached is correspondence received by the Pennsylvania Institute For
Clean Air, dated January 4,1994, from the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The NRC was forwarding the comments by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency to a petition filed by the Institute on the matter of various
emergency planning deficiencies associated with the region surrounding Three
Mlle Island.

The NRC staff is currently evaluating the FEMA report.

Since some of the issues involved are not only significant to the area
around Three Mlle Island but regions across the country where nuclear power
plants are located, it is the view of the City of Harrisburg that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission should be requested..to address these issues.by . >

, . c.

vc .:- t2 a. :'::- conducting its own independent .de novo-investigation.. . --
.

This correspondence, therefore, serves to request that you send a letter
to the NRC asking that they conduct such an independent investigation.

Your consideration of this matter is very much appreciated.

With warmest personal regards, I am

'You sincerely,

Stephen R. Reed
Mayor

SRR/psr-J
g: Mr. Robert Gary
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Office of the Mayor

| The City of linrrisburg
I City Government Center

Harrisburg, PA 17101 1678

| Stephen R. Reed
Mayor

January 19, 1994 ,

Mr. Robert Gary
Senicr Researcher for PICA
Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air
2211 Washington Avenue (No. 301)
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Mr. Gary:

This is to acknowledge and thank you for your correspondence, which
was received on January 10, 1994. Under separate cover, the City of
Harrisburg has requested United States Senator Harris Wofford to ask the
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission to conduct its own independent de
novo investigation of the matters contained in the earlier submitted petition to
FEMA. *

I am advised that these matters, specific to the area around Three Mile
Island, are insufficient to trigger a Congressional investigation by the Senate
Committee on Environment and Public Works. If, however, the result of an
NRC investigation would indicate that emergency management planning in many
or most of the regions where nuclear power plants are located is currently

- deficient, or if it"can be proven that the NRC's attention to such matters is
deficient, then I think there is a stronger case to be made for such a
Congressional investigation.

Should I receive any direct response from the Senator or others on this
matter, I will send you a copy.

,

With warmest regards, I am ' ''

'ourp since ly, {
l

. . ep: en R. Re d
~ ^'SRR/psr-j -

________--__ -_
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Mr. Robert Gary
PO Box 1637
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105

Dear Mr. Gary:

Thank you for providing me with suggestions for better cooperation
between civilian and military sectors in preparedness issues. I am more
than happy to pass this idea on to the Secretary of Defense on your behalf.

Please continue to stay in touch on this or any other matter of mutual
interest before the federal government. It was good to hear from you.

Very truly yours,

As-
# GEORGE W. GEKAS

Member of Congress

GWG:gj

l
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR'S OFFICE
HAppigspAG 17120 0002

MAMM S SINOEL 7t7 787 3300
Lif W f(nan T Govt mNon

October 22, 1992

I
!.
|

Mr. Robert Gary
Senior Research

|The Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air
P. O. Box 1637 l
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1637 |

Dear Mr. Gary:

I have received your recent letter and a copy of the material you sent
to Senator John Shumaker concerning our radiologic preparedness in Pennsylvania
and our collection and distribution of Act 147 funds.

As always, I appreciate your viewpoints.

Sincerely,
,

i
|

l

I
J

MARK S. SINGEL
Lieutenant Governor

|

I
1

MSS /jeb
l
'

ec: Joseph L. LaFleur
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Additional Comment on Money Issue

A brief chronology of the money issue might be useful in j
understanding the position of PEMA which has been ratified by ;

'FEMA.

August 2, 1990 Mr. LaFleur sends a letter to Governor Casey
saying (regarding Act 147 allocations) that although the Counties
were not receiving sufficient funds under the current fee
assessments, federal exercise reports have not identified any
major deficiencies which cannot be remedied with the funds
available as known at this time. [a curious formulation which
seems to mean the counties say they need more money but with the
money we have we can meet the federal requirements -- this
appears to be kind of a " minimalist" approach rather than a true
" adequacy" approach. This raises the question of whether section
502 (c) of the Radiation Protection Act means adequate for
radiological protection, or simply adequate to meet the federal
requirements as specified in Federal exercise reports].

August 26, 1991 Mr. LaFleur sends a letter to Governor Casey
with the same language as the letter of the prior year --
basically saying we can get by as far as the Federal exercises
are concerned with the $500,000, even though the Counties say
they are not receiving enough money to cover their needs.

June 17, 1992 Robert Gary writes to Mark Goodwin, Chief
Counsel for PEMA asking if $500,000 per year isn't a rather small
amount for all radiological preparedness in Pennsylvania. This
letter points out that Mr. Bill Wertz the Dauphin County
Emergency Operations Center Chief said the average was only $1000
for per County for Act 147 allocations. The letter asks that
Robert Gary be permitted to come in and look at the books.

June 29, 1992 Robert Gary writes again to Mark Goodwin
asking if PEMA believes $500,000 per year is a reasonable amount
for radiological preparedness in Pennsylvania to pay for the
actual needs of the 33 pertinent Counties.

June 30, 1992 Permission is granted by PEMA for Robert Gary
to come in and look at the books for Act 147 allocations. Mr.
Gary goes to PEMA finds the book but is not permitted to copy the
page on which the allocations are listed. If memory serves the
allocation for Dauphin County is in the $40,000 to $50,000 range
and there are several other risk Counties in that range. All
other Counties are far below that.

July 15, 1992 Mr. Goodwin writes back to Robert Gary, but
on the money issue only addressing the question of how the fees
collected under sections 7320(c) and (d) of the Emergency
Management Services Code are expended. He says they are expended
on salaries and benefits including salaries and benefits of PEMA
employees who do radiological emergency response and planning
activities.

,
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1
August 28, 1992 Mr. LaFleur sends a letter to Governor Casey.
Again he says that the Counties say they need more money, but
Pennsylvania can.get past the Federal exercises without adding
money. But now, new language is added. Mr. LaFleur says that |costs are going up, PEMA needs to keep pace with rising costs,
perhaps there should be an increase in Act 147 funding. PEMA
therefore is going to " consider" forwarding a " recommendation"
that the levy under Act 147 be " reviewed" and the utilities are
going to participate in the review. [again we are dealing with

4

very curious language -- Mr. LaFleur seems to be making a gesture l

and yet the gesture is so small that it is hard to imagine how he
could do less -- we are going to begin considering doing some
thinking about a review in which the utilities will have input --
this sounds like something will result in cash money sometime in I
the next decade or two.]
October 2, 1992 Mr. LaFleur and Mr. Gary meet in the office
of State Senator Shumaker who states forcefully that he would not

;place a burden on the ratepayers of Pennsylvania to increase Act f147 allocations above $500,000 per year.

July 12, 1993 Mr. LaFleur reveals in point 7 e and f of his !

letter that, "The utilities have stated they are reluctant to
iprovide more stockholder or rate payer funds to PEMA [this is H

truly remarkable;a corporation says it wants its shareholders to
have the money not the Counties who are trying to meet emergency
preparedness goals and are short of money for that purpose --
nothing is done -- PEMA wrings its hands and goes back to its
desk -- if the shareholders can't spare it perhaps the citizens
can do without that preparedness].

December 16, 1993 Mr. Dennis Kwiatkowski writes a letter to Mr.
Frank Congel (copy to Rep Gekas) saying, " FEMA believes that PEMA
has taken reasonable steps to acquire additional resources."

February 2, 1994 PICA plcns to comment on the above series of
events as follows. PEMA did nothing to get more than $500,000 per
year for two years before Robert Gary started making noise about
the issue. In fact, PEMA wrote letters to the Governor suggesting
that all the Federal tests could be passed uithout increasing the
allocation even though the Counties said they didn't have enough
money. When the issue was joined and PEMA had no other option but
to respond in some manner, they responded in the weakest
imaginable way talking about planning to consider doing a review
and surveying the utilities for their opinions. When the
utilities apparently said they didn't want to deprive their
shareholders to increase the allocation, PEMA sent letters
through channels and let it go. According to FEMA this
constitutes " reasonable steps'.' PICA disagrees very strongly.
FEMA's finding is unacceptable by any rational standard and
constitutes one more point to suggest that nothing short of a de
novo investigation by the NRC is needed before any fair or
reasoned determination can be made on PICA's 2.206 Request.
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O. PENNSYLVANIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
P.O. BOX 3321

HARNSSURG, PENMSYLVAMA 1710H321

DATE : August 2. 1990

SUBJECT: Annual Report on the Radiation Protection Act 147-1984 for
Piscal Year 1989-90..

TO : The Honorable Robert P. Casey -

Governor

The Honorable Mark S. Singel
Lt. Governor, President of the Senate &
Chairman, PA Emergency Management Council-

Honorable Robert W. O'Donnell
Speaker of the House of Representatives

,

Honorable Robert C. Jubelirer
'

President Pro Tempore ft Se-

\
FROM : Joseph L. LaF i/'

Director

This. report, covering 1989-90 activity and 1990-91 proposals, is
submitted in accordance with Section 503. s*c) of the Radiation Protection
Act 147- 1984. The regulations implementing this Act were published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin on August 3, 1985, and they appear in T!.tle 4 Ps
Code, Chapters 116 and 117.

JLL-RFB alt (Telt 3-8150)

Enclosure
.

l
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Adequacy of Fees

1

Section 502(c) of the Radiation Protection Act requires that this
!Agency include in this report an analysis of the adequacy of the fees

established under the terms of the Act.
'

In the previous year's report,
we noted that some Act 147 counties had stated that they were not receiving
sufficient funds under the current fee assesaments to cover the unset needsof their risk municipalities, school districts and volunteer agencies.
Upon investigation, the Agency did not receive data to support thesepositions.

No such requests or documents were received in the past year.
Federal exercise reports have not identified any major deficiencies which

'

cannot be remedied with the funds available as known at this time. .

s

an improved radiological training program over the next decade.The new federal plans on high level waste shipment will require
.

Thesematters are being studied carefully. If and when changes are justified,appropriate proposals will be offered.

Aa previously reported, federal requirements related to potential-
high level vaste shipments to Nevada. low level shipments to a Pennsylvania
location, and other shipments to the newly constructed New Mexico facility,
may ultimately result in a determination that Radiation Transportation
Emergency Response Pund fee levels are inadequate. These transportation-
related fees are generated only at the time of shipment. Although there

needed to be prepared for and respond to transportation incidents is nowcontinues to be a balance available, funding for the training and equipment
,

'

authorized for counties, municipalities and volunteer agencies only on a ,

reimbursement basis, which in our view unnecessarily constrains those )
entities who either do not have the money available do not have thecapability to deliver the desired program or are unw,illing to allocatefunds in advance.

The aforementioned balance continues to exist primarilyfor these reasons. Therefore, the Agency is drafting proposed rules and j

regulations to afford greater flexibility in this regard and to facilitate 1

development
shipments anticipated later this decade.of the required capability for the significantly increasing,

I

1

I

i

l
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PENNSYLVANIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
'

t +n4 P.O. BOX 2321
.

C.S S HARNS8UAG, PENNSYLVANIA 1710b1321

DATE : August 26, 1991

SUBJECT r Annu'al Report on the Radiation Protection Act 1984-147 for
Fiscal Year 1990-91.

TO : The Honorable Robert P. Casey
Governor

The Honorable Mark S. Singel
Lt. Governor, President of the Senate and

Chairman, PA Emergency Management Council

Honorable Robert W. O'Donnell
Speaker of the House of Representatives

Honorable Robert C. Jubelirer
President Pro Tempore of the Senate

FROM : Joseph L. LaFle r
Director a. /e C (C (,,

This report, covering 1990[-91 activity and 1991-92 proposals, le
submitted in accordance with Section 503.(c) of the Radiation Protection
Act 1984-147. The regurations implementing this Act were published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin on August 3, 1985, and they appear in Title 4 PA
Code, Chapters 116 and 117.

JLL/RFB/vbd Tel: (717) 783-8190 '
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operational PEMARS capability for county EHA staff in work / field use
vehicles, and emergency power capabilities at risk municipality emergency
operations centers.

Adequacy of Fees

Section 502(c) of the Radiation Protection Act requires that this
' Agency include in this report an analysis of the adequacy of the fees
established under the terms of the Act. In the previous year's report,

,

we noted that some Act 147 counties had stated that they were not receiving ?

sufficient funds under the current fee assessments to cover the unmet needs ;

of their risk municipalities, school districts and volunteer agencies. |
Although Federal exercise reports have not identified any major I

deficiencies which cannot be remedied with the funds available as known at
this time, some other operational concerns exist.

As in nearly every sector of the American economy, the cost of |
doing business for Pennsylvanie counties, municipalities, school districts i

and emergency support volunteer organizations has increased. Since I
inception of the Radiation Emergency Response Fund in 1984, costs have |

risen for the original regulatory requirements, plus new requirements such I
as radiological training for hospitals and ambulance crews. The consumer
Price Index has increased 26.8% since 1984, and during that time the |

utilities operating nuclear power facilities have obtained 21 increases in
residential electricity rotes. There has been no increase in Act 147
funding.

Based on the above, the Agency is considering forwarding a
|

.

recommendation that the amount of funds available for some counties and |

local-oriented requirements be, adjusted. |

*
Analysis of Federal requirements related to current and potential *

high level waste shipments to Nevada, low level shipments to a Pennsylvania *

location, and other shipreents to the newly constructed New Mexico f acility,
has resulted in a determination that Radiation Transportation Emergency
Response Fund fee levels require adjustment and reorientation.

:
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Mark Goodwin, Esq. June 17, 1992
Chief Counsel
PEMA
Room B-151
Transportation & Safety Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

Dear Mr. Goodwin,

In accordance to your expressed wish that I forward certain of my
questions to you in writing, and I understand you have my letter
of last friday with the original group of questions, I would
like, at this time, to add the questions that follow.

I understand from talking to Bill Wertz that the evacuation plan
for Dauphin County is based on the 10 mile emergency evacuation
zone. A perfect 10 mile circle around TMI just barely nicks
Harrisburg, catching only a small part of Lower Paxton in its
swathe. Thus the figures of 2,400 people being transportation and
50 busses being the extent of the shortfall are technically
accurate. But does this make sense? If the 10 mile circle nicks a l
major metropolitan area, which in this case is also the state |

capitol, doesn't it make sense to include the entire center city
area (at least) in the Dauphin County evacuation plan?

The last time we had a major accident at THI the wind did blow
from the south. If the wind is blowing from the south next time,
surely you wouldn't just evacuate Lower Paxton, and leave
everyone in center city Harrisburg to fall between the
administrative cracks? In any event PEMA has a direct obligation
to evacuate the capitol complex itself. But the rest of
Harrisburg, apart from the little area within the official 10
mile circle, doesn't seem to be provided for in the Dauphin
County plan. If it were, you would be more like 500 busses short,
or more. My questions are, "Is this consistent with FEMA
guidelines?", "Is it consistent with NRC guidelines?, and "Is it
consistent with good evacuation planning in the opinion of the
current administration at PEMA?

__ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _
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Ltr to Mark Goodwin, Esq. dtd. June 17, 1992, Page 2.

Another point on a slightly different topic is also of interest.
The March 1992 Budget and Finance Committee Performance Audit of
PEMA states that Dauphin County is supposed to have 40
radiologi'al response teams but only has 13, and it is supposed
to have li? radiological monitors but only has 35. Now these
deficiencieu existed at least as early as ten weeks ago. I won't
suggest that PEMA had any knowledge of them prior to the Budget
and Finance Committee Audit. My questions are, "What has been
done?" "What are you planning to do?" and "if you are planning to
correct this discrepancy, how are you going to pay for it?"
This leads me to another line of questions. I understand that
Title 35 section 7320 (c) and (d) set up a fund to pay for
planning and preparedness. With five nuclear sites in the
Commonwealth, at $100,000 per site, it looks like the fund would
bring in about $500,000 per year. In the opinion of the current
administration of PEMA, doesn't that seem to be a very small
amount for all the counties and municipalities to share for all
the ingredients that go into radiological, response, planning,
and preparedness?

Page 46 of the Budget and Finance Committee Audit says at line 38
that the money is used to pay for " salaries and benefits for 10
PEMA employees directly involved with radiological emergency )
planning and response activities." Yet when I asked Bill Wertz l

today in his office how that money was used, he said that it was
|divided up among the counties, municipalities, and townships and

the average disbursement was under $1,000. O.k. these are two
|very different versions of how that money is used. My question I

is, under the Pennsylvania Sunshine Act, are you prepared to let Ime examine the books of the Radiological Emergency Response '

Planning and Preparedness Fund established by Act 1989-85 and
codified at the location cited above? If so, when can I come in?

As always, I appreciate your cooperation.

I
Sincerely, |

/ 9 ||
Robert Gary, Esq.

. _ _ . _ - - _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _
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Mark Goodwin, Esq. June 29, 1992 |Chief Counsel !

PEMA
Room B-151
Transportation & Safety Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120

,

Dear Mr. Goodwin,

In accordance to your expressed wish that I forward certain of my
questions to you in writing, here are some additional questions.

Let's assume that through sound argument, words fitly spoken, and
sweet reason, I succeed in having all of center city Harrisburg
included in the Dauphin County evacuation plan. Or that PEMA, for
other reasons, comes to a recognition that all of center city
Harrisburg ought to be included in the Dauphin County Plan
Emergency Evacuation, and acts accordingly.

Under these circumstances, the issue for the evacuation of
Harrisburg, would come down to staging areas and transportation
vehicles. Now, let us assume that it is determined that the
school bus plan is unsatisfactory because:

(a) There aren't enough busses to evacuation the
population that must be planned for.

(b) The busses that do exist are not all stored
centrally overnight. Many of them are taken home by their
drivers. For these busses to report to their designated staging
areas in an emergency would be impracticable in many cases
because they would be moving countercurrent down streets loaded {
with traffic moving the other way. l

(c) Relying on a single mode of transport for people
without their own transport is not sound emergency planning.

|
1

|

l
_
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Ltr. to Mark Goodwin, Esq. dtd. 29 June 92, Page 2.

(d) In the fourteen years that PEMA has been tasked
with the responsibility of doing so, it has made virtually no
advance arrangements with other sources of busses (such as CAT)
or with other sources of transport vehicles (such as AMTRACK).
This period of inactivity includes 13 years of time after the
incident at TMI in March of 1979.

My first question deals with. staging areas. Why not add the
followina staging areas to those alreadv in existence?

(1) The Amtrack Train Station 2 blocks from the Capitol
complex where the are 22 rail lines and where hundreds of
passenger-capable cars could be commandeered in the event of an
emergency. The ability to commandeer this rolling stock quickly
and efficiently in an emergency would depend of course on making
advance arrangements and giving assurances of payment to Amtrack.
In fourteen years this hasn't been done, but it could be done in
an afternoon.

(2) The Caoitol City Airport, as a staging area for busses,
traincars that are passenger-capable, and trucks from military
facilities at New Cumberland, Mechanicksburg, Letterkenny and
Indiantown Gap. This airport could also be a staging area for C-
141's from the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines which could be
flown in from all over the East Coast. I

(3) The Enola Freight Yards which are convenient to the West
Shore and parts of the East Shore and which could be a staging
area for passenger capable rail cars.

(4) The Hershey Airport which could be a staging area for ;
busses from many sources and C-141's.

]

My second question deals with vehicles. I understand that within
20 miles of Harrisburg there are several commercial depots where
hundreds of tractor-trailer trucks are stored, dispatched, and
maintained. If the back doors of these trucks were fixed in the
open position and a high strength netting material were put
across the back (so people didn't fall out), these tractor
trailers could be used to move people in an emergency. Why,
aren't arrangements in the file with the private companies that
control these trucks?

l

The third and final question in this letter contains requests for ;

information and a request to examine documents. I understand from I

35 P.S. section 7110.503 (c) that PEMA is to file reports with
the Governor and General Assembly on September 1 of each year
that are to include "...an analysis of the adequacy of the fees ;

established pursuant to section 402 (c). You will recall that
section 402 (c) sets a fee of $100,000 per site, regardless of
the number of power reactors per site, and since there are 5
sites in Pennsylvania right now, the Commonwealth gets $500,000 j

i
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Ltr. to hark Goodwin, dtd. 29 Jtine 1992, Page 3.

per year from the nuclear industry which is to pay for the
radiation emergency response program in 33. counties. This
$500,000 is for the training and equipping of state and local
emergency response personnel, including procurement of
specialized supplies and equipment. The program shall include but
not be limited to those things mentioned above. I would like to
see copies of all representations made to the Governor or to the
General Assembly by PEMA that~are germane to the analysis of the
adequacy of the fees established pursuant to section 402 (c). I
would like to know if the current administration at PENA believe
at this time that $500,000 is a reasonable amount of the nuclear.
industry in Pennsylvania to be paying in light of the actual
needs of the 33 counties and the General Assembly's finding that
the nuclear industry in the commonwealth should bear the costs
associated with preparing and implementing plans to deal with the
effects of nuclear accidents or incidents (see 35 P.S. section
7110.501 entitled Declaration of Policy)?

As always, I appreciate your cooperation.

Sincerely,

N
Robert Gary,Esq.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ __ _. _ _ _ _____ _ _____ -_____ _ _______-_-_______ _ __-_.
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PENNSYLVANIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY
BOX 3321 yHARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA 17105-3321 a
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August 28, 1992

SUBJECT: Annual Report on the Radiation Protection Act 1984-147 for Fiscal
Year 1991-92

.

TO: The Honorable Robert P. Casey .

Governor

The Honorable Mark S. Singel
Lieutenant Governor, President of the Senate
and Chairman, PA Emergency Management Council

Honorable Robert W. O'Donnell
Speaker of the House of Representatives

Honorable Robert C. Jubelirer
President Pro Tempore of the Senate

FROM Joseph L. L leu
Director &

This report, covering 1931-92 activity and 1992-93 proposals, is
submitted in accordance with Section 503.(c) of the Radiation ProtectionAct 1984-147. The regulations implementing this Act were published in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin on August 3, 1985, and they appw.x in Title 4 PACode, Chapters 116 and 117.

JLL/CsG/cs (Tels 717-787-1410)
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and one of the most highly identified areas of continuing concern byfederal evaluators. The Council continued the requirement that each year'sgrant proposal provide for appropriate and locally relevant training,including projected costs of
participation in drills and exercises

described in enough detail to convey to the Emergency Management Council aclear
picture of each county program emphasis and schedule of training,including joint (with plant) as well as county specific.

Program priority guidance concluded by noting that, as wecontinue to move our Act 147 program emphasis from acquisition of goods totraining of volunteers, staff and responders, it is important that all
county coordinators fulfill their overall responsibility for auch programa.
Even in counties where the utility or its consultants perform the majorityof the training tasks, county coordinators are nevertheless responsible to
monitor and ensure that needs and standards are met.
Adequacy of Fees

section 502(c) of the Radiation Protection Act requires that thisAgency include in this report an analysis of the adequacy of the fees
established under the terms of the Act. Some Act 147' counties continue tostate that they are not receiving sufficient funds under the current fee
assessments to cover the unmet needs of their risk municipalities, schooldistricts and volunteer agencies. Although Federal exercise reports have *

not identified any major deficiencies which cannot be reruedied with the
funds available as known at this time, some other operational concernsexist which require fiscal address.

The increased costs of training, maintenance and services forPennsylvania counties, municipalities, school districts and emergency
support volunteer organizations reflects other sectors of the Americaneconomy.

Since inception of the Radiation Emergency Response Fund in 1984,costs have risen for the original regulatory requirements, plus new
requirements such as radiological training for hospitals and ambulancecrews.

The Consumer Price Index has increased 34.9% since 1984, and duringthat time the four utilities operating nuclear power facilities have
obtained '12 base rate increases in residential electricity base rates.
There has been no corresponding increase in Act 147 funding.

To maintain some semblance of pace with the cost of dotag
business and supporting the population at risk, the Agency is considering
forwarding a recommendation that a review of the Act 147 nuclear levy per

,

power plant be initiated. Pennsylvania utilities have indicated a
;

willingness to participate in a review of the levy.

Analysis of Federal requirements related to current and potentialhigh '~level waste shipments plus the increased emphasis of the HazardoceMateriale Uniform Transportation Safety Act have resulted in a
determination that Radiation Transportation Emergency Response Fund fee ,

levels also require adjustment and reorientation. The Agency submitted
proposed rules and regulations to afford counties, municipalities and ,

volunteer agencies
and equipment necessary to respond to transportation incidents. greater flexibility in requesting funding for training

.
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Dr. Ivan Selin January 6, 1994
Chairman NRC
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Dr. Selin,

FEMA has completed their review of PICA's 10 CFR 2.206
Request. Before the NRC decides whether or not to modify the
Licensee's license based on the facts that have been revealed
through that investigation, PICA requests your attention to its
comment on the FEMA review.

Page 1 No Comment
Page 2 No Comment
Page 3 No Comment
Page 4 No Comment

Page 5 Comment follows: |

PEMA's response is wrong. Military vehicles could be
activated much faster than the busses and much more reliably. It
makes no difference to PICA whether it is the Army National Guard

,

'(PAARNG) or any other part of the military. We think they should
be a front line force fully integrated into the emergency
evacuation plan at the County level. If PAARNG can't respond in
less than six hours, some military unit should be found that can
respond within an hour. PICA believes that before accepting
PEMA's ideas on this point, the NRC should obtain a certificate
from PAARNG stating that they couldn't respond in less than six
hours. PICA requests to see the certificate. The NRC should also
confirm that there are no other military forces of any kind that
could contribute to an emergency evacuation of Harrisburg.

.
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A certificate from Admiral Bobby Inman would be appropriate
evidence to indicate that DOD has absolutely no forces that could

I help in any way in less than six hours, no trucks, no personnel,
no logistics, no shelters, no iodine, no cots, no blankets, no
field kitchens, no medical assistance, nothing. I think Secretary
Inman would be happy to confirm PEMA's position if it's really
true. DOD knows where its forces are and what they can do, and
how fast they can respond. PEMA shouldn't be the source of
speculations on that subject. For the cost of exchanging some
business letters, you can find out from SECDEF what he can do.
PICA thinks the NRC should do this before they make a final
ruling on PICA's 2.206 Petition.

Page 6: Comment follows:

FEMA says that PEMA should be more accurate in it RERP about
the role of PAARNG. Apart from this, FEMA accepts PEMA's response
which amounts to a statement. "That's how we do things here."
PICA knows how PEMA does things. It's not enough to say "that's
how we do things", it is not a response, it makes the 2.206
process seem meaningless. The reason that PICA asked that
military trucks be used is because PICA wants to make a change in
how things are done. PEMA says "No! no changes." FEMA says "O.k.
just make sure the plan accurately states PAARNG's role" -- which
is close to nil. This appears to be dissembling. They don't know
whether military forces could be brought to bear. They never
investigated to find out. They never asked anybody that might
know. NRC should take up the issue before making a final ruling
on PICA's 2.206 Petition.

Page 7: No Comment
Page 8 No Comment
Page 9 No Comment

Page 10 Comment follows:

Expensive facilities are "ill-advised" even though they are
called for by the law. PICA feels that the other legislators who
passed the law should be informed about PEMA's decision to ignore
it. There were many permissions and licenses that were given in
Pennsylvania based on that law being carried out as it was
written. When it is decided that it's too expensive to do that
all those permissions and licenses should be re-examined,
including the license to operate THI Unit 1. Otherwise we just
depart from the idea of government by consent of the governed.
What we have is government by quiet cost accounting executive
decisions in the well insulated and well secured premises of
PEMA. That's a whole different kind of government than the people
of Pennsylvania think they have.

.
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That issue aside, where are the affidavits from Torrence
State Hospital and Pike Center. When was the last time anybody
checked to make sure PEMA's idea about the stockpiles is right?
PICA requests that an NRC inspector be dispatched without any
delay at all to go look at those stockpiles, and inventory them,
and prepare a certificate stating that they amount in location,
quantity, quality, and emergency availability to the equivalent
of the warehouse that isn't there. With that certificate in hand,
NRC can make a reasonable decision, weighing costs and benefits
and strict compliance with the law versus functional equivalence.
To make a decision on this point without its own due diligence
inquiry would be an abdication by the NRC of Commission Level
Basic Responsibilities. PICA's position on what should happen if
the NRC can't or won't implement its commission is already of
record and won't be repeated here.

Page 11 Response follows:

Insufficient justification is in the eye of the beholder.
PEMA's " response" amounts to saying "That's the way we do things
here" or "We are right and PICA is wrong." It's not really a
response at all. Who in the counties or the cities was asked if
they need more money for nuclear emergency preparedness? Was
Mayor Reed asked? Were any of the affected mayors in Pennsylvania
asked? Were any of the County Executives asked? Were there
accountcnts at PEMA that figured out that $500,000 was an
appropriate amount for all nuclear preparedness all over
Pennsylvania. Where is their study? What are their names? Let's
see the study. Does anybody besides PEMA think that $500,000 is
the right amount of money to do the task? Who else thinks that?
Let's see their names.

PICA thinks the NRC has to exercise some independent
judgement here. The NRC knows the size of the task. The NRC could
do a survey to find out how people in official positions feel
about their needs and the resources available to meet them. Why
not start with Mayor Reed?

On the 10 mile EPZ concept, again PEMA says, "That's the way
we do things here." and that is the gravamen of its " response".
The issue of whether the people of Harrisburg would evacuate, as
they did in 1979, is not discussed. The issue of whether it would
be better for their evacuation to be a planned evacuation rather
than an unplanned one is not discussed. The issue of how people
without privately owned vehicles would evacuate from a much more
populous area than the current EPZ is not addressed. PICA says
the EPZ should be 20 miles. So does the Mayor of Harrisburg. PEMA
says 10 miles is the way we do things here. The discussion is
childish. There's no dialogue, no real responsiveness.

3
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Page 12 Response follows:

If FEMA and NRC staff members.get Congressman Gekas aside in
an ex parte meeting to which PICA is not invited, and where all
kinds of very official people from the federal government are, it
would not surprise anybody if you could get him to see things
your way. PICA doesn't know that he does or that he doesn't. PICA
): nows that it wasn't invited to the meeting, its views weren't
presented, the Congressman had no access to anything except the
bare fact of PICA's Request. The use of Congressman Gekas' name |
is not appropriate unless some statement of his position
accompanies the appearance of his name. Apart from its ex parte,
and in PICA's view unfair, quality the recitation of the meeting
with Rep. Gekas is makeweight and adds nothing to the argument
about the size of the EPZ one way or the other. If he wants to ;

appear on the docket with a comment, PICA would be glad to know I

what he thinks, and so would his constituents in Harrisburg.

Page 13 Response follows:

PEMA believes that it is not possible to apply military I

standards to a civilian system so it does unannounced drills once I

every six years, the last one being in 1991. The unacceptability
of this position appears on its face. It's almost too ludicrous
to comment on. Again, essentially the answer amounts to saying,

,

"That's the way we do things here." and then FEMA chimes in with, |
"Yes, that's the way they do things there."

PICA feels that if NRC lets them do things that way there,
it is a breach of faith with the Congress of the United States.
There would never have been nuclear power in the U.S. if the
Congress knew in 1953 that military standards were not going to
be met. The whole nuclear program of civilian power stations was
based on witness after witness who came in and said it was all
going to be just like the nuclear Navy, shipshape, airtight,
military standards of preparedness right down the line. And now
we find it's too expensive. Now we find we can afford to do it
once every six years. Now that the permission is out of the bag
to have an AEC and then an NRC and to build 72 reactors and
operate them, now that that's all in place, the safety measures
are too expensive, too inconvenient -- unnecessary according to
PEMA -- PEMA! where were they at the creation? when the solemn
promises were made? when the covenants were drawn up with Senator
Pastore? What right do they have to mess with stuff they had no
part in making, and apparently have no appreciation for? The
consent of the People of the United States, based on hundreds of
hours of testimony presented to their representatives in Congress
assembled was based on the idea that no measures would be spared,
no safeguards overlooked, in protecting the civilian populations
of this country. Whatever experience the military had would be
applied. Imagine a nuclear aircraft carrier or submarine where
they conducted unannounced drills every six years. PICA says if

4
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the government backslides on its promises then the People
withdraw their consent based on those promises. If you are not
ready to give us security, then close those nukes.

Page 14 Comment follows:

The results of the May 19, 1993 TMI exercise are presented
and it is stated that no deficiencies were identified. But Ronald
Hernon told PICA on October 7, 1993 that TMI was cited in
December 1992 or February 1993, during its Annual Security Check,
based on taking too long to mobilize during a security event.
It's easy to pick out one piece of information and then use that
to suggest that the plant is in great shape. TMI has a very poor
track record by any standard. A careful review of any substantial
portion of its record over the past 15 years will reveal this. To
cite one exercise is misleading. PICA is not misled. We don't
think the NRC is either.

Because of the reasons stated in the comments above, PICA
respectfully requests that the NRC do its own independent
investigation of all the facts pertinent to PICA's comments. We |
think that a lot of progress has been made over the past two '

years, and many issues have been laid to rest. We are satisfied '

that the civilian bus companies are properly listed now. We are |
satisfied that the statistics are going to be brought up to date.
We are satisfied that the RERP will be more accurate. But we are
not satisfied on the issues we've commented on here. We don't
think that PEMA or FEMA is being evasive or misleading, but we
think they have refused to do a meaningful investigation in
several key areas and they have been peremptory in the content of j

their answers "That's the way we do things here". |

The whole idea of the 2.206 Request is "We want you to think I

of some new ways of doing things -- we know how you do them and
we don't think they're good enough". Such a Request can be
meaningfully answered by saying "Here, Look, we have investigated
how we do things, considered the feasibility of the alternatives
you suggest, and the way we are doing them is the best way
because x, y, and z."

How could FEMA be ready to do such an investigation when it
had to handlo a major flood in the midwest? How could Mr. LaFleur
do such an investigation when he says in point 6b of his letter
that he is frustrated to have to respond to PICA's position with
a formal response at all? He apparently feels that PICA's
Petition should have gone directly into the trashcan and so much
for government responsiveness, so much for the consent of the
People, so much for due process. The imperial officials who
really don't think they should have to respond are what makes the
whole nuclear game very dangerous. We have a small a cozy group
of privileged persons, and their ideas are what's important, .they
decide for all of us how things will be. That wasn't part of the

5
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covenant either. It's not the way the NRC has treated PICA's
Request -- so far.

PICA wants its comments, as here stated, integrated by the
Commissioners into their final action decisions concerning how
the 10 CFR 2.206, including subsequently submitted points, is
responded to. On the points raised in the comments, PICA requests
that NRC do its own de novo investigations, the requirements of
law giving initial jurisdiction to FEMA having been met.
Specifically we want an inquiry to DOD about using military
vehicles -- is it possible?, what would be the response time?,
how many people could be moved?, what other services could be.
provided?

Respectfully,

'

41 = -
T - _

Robert Gary
Senior Researcher
for PICA
The Pennsylvania Institute
for Clean Air

s
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f *, UNITED STATES

3- ,j- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

* 't WASHINGTON, D.C. 20666 0001 .
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January 4, 1994

Mr. Robert Gary
Pennsylvania Institute for Clean Air
2211 Washington Avenue (No. 301)
Silver Spring,-Maryland 20910 ]
Dear Mr. Gary:

The purpose of this letter is to provide you, as well as other interested
parties, a copy of the report received from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) on December 16, 1993. The report addresses the issues raised in j

your Petition filed with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) on
- July 10, 1992, under the provisions of 10 CFR 2.206.

The NRC staff is currently evaluating FEMA's report and preparing a proposed ,

decision by the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, in response to
your Petition. I expect this decision will be made and our response prepared
and issued within the next several weeks.

Si erely, |

'
,

Ronald W. Hernan, Senior Project Manager .
Project Directorate I-4
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: See next page

!
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Mr. Robert Gary*

cc w/ enclosure: |,

!

Michael Ross Michele G. Evans
0&M Director, THI-l Senior Resident Inspector (THI-1)
GPU Nuclear Corporation U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Post Office Box 480 Post Office Box 311
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Michael Laggart Regional Administrator, Region I
Manager, Licensing U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
GPU Nuclear Corporation 475 Allendale Road
100 Interpace Parkway King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 |

Robert B. Borsum |

Adam Miller B&W Nuclear Technologies !
Acting TMI Licensing Manager Suite 525 '

GPU Nuclear Corporation 1700 Rockville Pike
Post Office Box 480 Rockville, Maryland 20852
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057

Ernest L. Blake, Jr., Esquire William Dornsife, Acting Director
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Bureau of Radiation Protection
2300 N Street, NW. Pennsylvania Department of
Washington, DC 20037 Environmental Resources

Post Office Box 2063 |
Chairman Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 |

Board of County Commissioners I
of Dauphin County Mr. T. Gary Broughton, Vice President |

Dauphin County Courthouse and Director - THI-I
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 GPU Nuclear Corporation

Post Offira Box 480
Chairman Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 |

Board of Supervisors
of Londonderry Township |

R.D. #1, Geyers Church Road ;
Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 '

!

| Mr. Joseph LaFluer, Director
Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
Transportation & Safety Building, Rm. B151
Post Office Box 3321
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-3321

__ . _____ __- -________ - __ _ _ _ _ __-.
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[#99$ Federal Emergency Management Agency
E Washington, D.C. 20472

DEC i6 1993

Mr. Frank J. Congel, Director
Division of Radiation Safety

and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Congel:

This letter responds to your memorandum dated July 22, 1992,
requesting the Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEMA)
assistance in responding to concerns expressed in the July 10,
1992, 10 CFR 2.206 petition submitted by Mr. Robert Gary of The
Pennsylvania Institute for Clear Air to the Chairman of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Mr. Gary's petition
questioned the adequacy of offsite emergency planning and
preparedness in the Dauphin County portion of the Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station emergency planning zone (EPZ).
Specifically, Mr. Gary's petition cited a number of concerns
regarding the Dauphin County Radiological Emergency Response Plan
(RERP) which, in his opinion, render the plan " essentially-
non-operational." These concerns can be classified under the
following three major areas: '

1. The Dauphin County emergency operations center (EOC) failed
to maintain letters of intent for the county's
transportation providers.

2. The Dauphin County RERP lists out-of-date names and
telephone numbers for the bus providers and lacks
after-hours telephone numbers for those providers.

3. The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency (PEMA) and the
Dauphin County RERPs fail to provide for the use of military
vehicles in the event of a radiological emergency.

Maior Areas of Concern

Summarized below for each of the three major areas of concern is
(1) PEMA's response to each concern as delineated in its letter
dated July 12, 1993, from Mr. Joseph L. LaFleur, Directer, PEMA,
to Mr. Robert J. Adamcik, Chief, Natural and Techhological
Hazards Division, FEMA Region III, and (2) FEMA's analysis of
PEMA's response to the identified concerns and applicable
portions of the February 1993 Dauphin County plan. A copy of
PEMA's letter dated July 12, 1993, is attached.

E PNb Em' C O
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1. The Dauphin County Roc failed to maintain letters of intent 'i

for the county's transportation providers. |

PEMA's Response: PEMA has begun to place more emphasis on '

'

such documentation and to obtain letters of intent, in the'

form of Statements'of Understanding (SOU),1from.its resource
j'

providers. PEMA's letter. dated July 12, 1993, states that:
"The letters of intent are valid' commitments of.that intent,
although they are not, nor do they purport to be legal or
legally enforceable documents which provide a guarantee of'

resources. With or without'the letters of agreement, the.

resources will be available as previously demonstrated in 1
,

numerous emergencies and exercises throughout the state." '

FEMA's Analvsis: PEMA has provided FEMA with SOUs dated
September 1992 and October 1992 between Dauphin County and
the three bus transportation providers. FEMA's review of a

these SOUs indicates-that they meet the requirement of- |demonstrating.the providers' intent to respond to i

emergencies. However, some refinement of these SOUs will.be
necessary for them to fully satisfy tha'reconmendations
outlined in the FEMA Office of General Counsel's April 30,
1993, memorandum entitled " Legal Opinion on Letters of
Agreement."

FEMA is currently in the process of developing new' policies
and guidance based on the FEMA' General Counsel's

{recommendations regarding the$ required' content of letters.of '

agreement, SOUs, etc. Subsequent to the issuance of the new
policies.and guidance, it will be transmitted to the FEMA
Regions for coordination-with and implementation by the-
States. The adequacy of all individual State'and local ~
governments'-letters of agreement, SOUs, etc. would then be-
evaluated by FEMA to determine their. compliance with thel
updated policy and guidance relative to the content of these
documents. Under the General Counsel's current
recommendations, future letters of agreement,-SOUs, etc. at
all commercial nuclear power plant sites across the Nation j
would generally need to: 1

.

o State that the transportation provider will make the
vehicles, with drivers, available for drills, .i

exercises, and radiological emergencies.

Specify that driverls will be provided with appropriateo
emergency response. training.

o contain information on the location of the
transportation resources and 24-hour points of contact
for notification and mobilization.

4
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FEMA's analysis of the Dauphin County SOUs also identified
some minor discrepancies,'which PEMA. intends to correct,~

.

between the plan and:the SOUs and also identified some
language which needs clarification.. These~ discrepancies and
areas needing clarification aretas-follows:

The names of the bus companies shown on the SOUs.do not jo
correspond to the. bus companies named on page E-9-5 of

|
;

'

the February 1993 Dauphin County plan. For example, a

~

Capitol Trailways, one of the bus companies named in '!the plan, is shown as Capitol. Bus. company on the SOU.-
PEMA indicates--that the bus company names have changed

.

and that the appropriate changes will be made during
the annual plan review and update of'the SOUs so that
the bus company names shown in the plan are consistent<

with those shown on the SOUs.
i

Under FEMA GM-PR-1, Policy on NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1 and !

44 CFR 350 Periodic Requirements, October 1, 1985, I

State and local governments are required to review;
update,.as'necessary'and appropriate; and verify- )through the Annual Letter of certification'that the '

existing emergency response plansfand: Standard. jOperating Procedures (SOP), including SOUs, are . current-
1

and reflect any plan revisions required.to correct 1
plan-related issues and inadequacies identified by FEMA
at REP' exercises-and drills.1 FEMA.will review the J
updated plans and SOPS, including SOUs, as soon.as they
are received to~ ensure that the above' mentioned changes
have been made and that they are consistent.

The SOUs do not indicate the average capacity of theo
buses which would be made'available to the county.

1PEMA states that the SOUs will'oe changed to reflect
the average capacity.of the buses at the time of the
SOU's annual update in 1993. FEMA will review the
updated SOUs to. verify this information.

-{
.1o The SOUs state that " transportation resources

identified" will-be updated annually under. separate
cover. This statement raises two basic issues that
PEMA will need to address in the next SOU' update.

(a) First, exactly what type of information'is
reflected by the " transportation resources
identified" number? Does this number reflect'theI total' number of buses owned'by-the bus company or
the number of buses which would be made:available
to the county to meet identified transportation
needs in the event of a radiological emergency'at
Three Mile Island? Realistically, it should-
reflect the latter number to facilitate.the

i

~

. . , - -.. . . . ..-~- .-. . .. . . - . - . .
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county's accurate determination.of its unset
needs, if any, for transportation' resources. If
that is the case, then the term " transportation

-

resources identified" should be changed to
" transportation resources available."

(b) Second, it is not clear what is meant by the
statement that " transportation resources
identified" will'be updated annually under
separate cover. The method for updating this
information needs to be clarified by PEMA.*

Regardless of how the information is updated, the
information reflected in the plan should always be
consistent with what is shown in the SOUs.,

FEMA will continue to work with PEMA to (a) refine the SOUs
in keeping with the recommendations of-FEMA's Office of
General Counsel and any futura policies and guidance and
(b) ensure, through the annual plan review and update of the
SOUs, that the information presented in the SOUs.is clear
and consistent with that reflected in the-current Dauphin
County plan.

2. The Dauphin County RERP lists out-of-date names.and
telephone numbers.for the bus providers and lacks
after-hours telephone numbers for those providers.'

PEMA's Resnonse: PEMA has revised the Dauphin. County RERP as
of February 1993. PEMA updated the. contact' names and
telephone numbers for bus providers.- Since telephone-
numbers are not needed or -intended to be' shown in the county
plan, PEMA moved this information to'the SOPS for'the
applicable county staff persons.

FEMA's Analysis: Prior to the May- 19,:1993,-Three. Mile
Island exercise, FEMA Region'III telephoned.the three bus
providers listed-for Dauphin County and verified the-contact-

*

names and telephone numbers, including off-hours ~ numbers.
Region III subsequently reviewed this information in-the
SOPS and verified its-accuracy.- In addition, during the May ,

1993 exercise, the Dauphin County transportation staff
members were observed making actual telephone calls to the
three bus companies--Capitol Trailways, Schlegel, and
Capitol Area. Transit.. The staff ascertained the number of
buses available-from these companies and notified the
municipalities that their unnet needs would be met.
According to the plan, 56 buses would be needed to fill the,

municipalities' unset needs,'in addition tolthe 96 buses
already.available from county resources. PEMA was' apprised
of the county's unset nead of 56~ buses and supplied-
(simulated) 56' buses from State resources--the
D. R. Fisher, Rohrer, and Manson bus companies.

.

- - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ---.4 . , , , . , , ., ,,,.-_.,,,_.-.-,e ., . 4_.--
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FEMA will continue to check the accuracy of this information
during its annual review of the Dauphin County plan, sops,
and SOUs and during the Three Mile Island biennial REP
exercises.

3. The PEMA and the Dauphin County RERPs fail to provide for
the use of military vehicles in the event of a radiological
emergency.

PEMA's Response: Pennsylvania's emergency response plans do
not rely upon militar
during an emergency, y vehicles for the initial responsebecause to do so would be more
time-consuming than the process currently outlined in
existing emergency response plans. Rather, the Pennsylvania
Army National Guard (PAARNG) is used to support counties on
a contingency basis for radiological and all other
emergencies. PEMA's letter dated July 12, 1993, provides
the following detailed information regarding the State and
counties' acquisition and utilization of the PAARNG
resources in the event of an emergency:

"The Pennsylvania Army National Guard (PAARNG)
provides a battalion to assist each risk and
support county. Each county plan, available at
FEMA, has an appendix which includes the OPLAN
appropriate for that county. Dauphin County
happens to be supported by one battalion with
backup as necessary by a'second specified
battalion. The units are directed to forward
assembly areas (to be determined at notification
plus two hours). It takes the units six hours to
assemble and be prepared to move from their
armories. Because the National Guard is not a
first response organization, more definitive
missions are not assigned, because they are
secondary support systems in case of overload and
manpower support for routine activity. Their
specific tasks will be determined when the units
become available and the needs of the county EMA
have become solidified in light of the events as
they unfold. The National Guard missions in
support of civil authority are contingency
oriented. The Guard is equipped with combat,
combat support and combat service support vehicles
and aircraft that do not land themselves to the
safe and orderly movement of civilians. For these
reasons, the Commonwealth does not plan to use

| National Guard trucks to evacuate civilians. We
: have identified more than enough civilian bus
) assets to accomplish that task for the portion of
| the population that may not have a method of

personal transportation.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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The reasons for not using National ~ Guard assets
,for evacuation. ware explained in person to Mr. 1

Gary in-an October 2, 1992 aceting withfSenator 1
Shumaker, of the Pennsylvania General Assembly,
and Commissioner Sheaffer, Chairman of the Dauphin
County Board of Commissioners. We further
disabused him of the idea that the Army depots in
the state had.' acres.and acres of trucks'
available for use in evacuations. The facts'are
that the military depots do not have assigned to
them Table of organization and Equipment truck
companies. The depots rely primarily on
commercial haulers and,. occasionally, U.S. Army.
Reserve truck companies using flat bed trailers
during their annual summer training. To provide a
list of National Guard equipment that could
possibly be deployed in the. event of an evacuation
at TMI is not necessary, because these assets
would be called up as needed and could include
very little or large portions of the PAARNG~

L inventory, if they were appropriate which is
'

doubtful. Such guess work would not improve the
plan, nor would it approach any definable level of
accuracy. The entire assets of state government
are available in an emergency.''-

FEMA's Analysis: According to PEMA, the. Dauphin County RERP
and the computerized data-base maintained at the State
identify sufficient non-military sources of emergency
transportation to meet the expected evacuation
transportation'needs of Dauphin CountyJresidents without
calling upon'the PAARNG. The State RERP and the February
1993 Dauphin County RERP specify that the PAARNG may provide
assistance,~such as emergency transportation,:to the county
in the event of a radiological emergency on an as-needed,
mission basis. However, during the.May 19, 1993, exercise,,

| PEMA requested the PAARNG to provide as many ambulances as
! possible in response to a plan-identified' Dauphin County

unset need of 203 ambulances. The PAARNG supplied
(simulated) 60' ambulances. However, since PEMA'.s concept of
operations does not rely on the PAARNG as a first response
organization, the unset ambulance'need will'be pursued as an
issue'with' PENA.-

In view of.(a) PEMA's statements that the PAARNG is not a
first response organization, but rather a secondary or
contingency-oriented responder, and.that the Consonwealth-
does not plan to use PAARNG trucks to. evacuate civilians-and
(b) the fact that the current RERPs imply a more direct role
for the PAARNG, the current State and county RERPs should be
reviewed and modified,'as appropriate, to more clearly
define-the exact role of the PAARNG. PEMA will be requested -

o l
.1

'

1

k
H - .

- - - - - 1
_ _ - - - -- -----
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to address this issue during the next annual plan review to
ensure that the plans clearly and accurately reflect the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's concept of emergencyoperations relative to the use of the PAARNG.

Additional 10 CFR 2.206 Petition duestions

In addition to the three major areas of concern raised in the
initial 10 CFR 2.206 petition,~a number of questions were raised
by Mr. Gary in subsequent correspondence with the NRC dated
December 2, 1992; January 15, 1993; and February 14, 1993. This
correspondence was forwarded to FEMA Headquarters for inclusion
in its response to Mr. Gary's 2.206 petition. In reviewing FEMARegion III and PEMA's responses to Mr. Gary's additional
concerns, FEMA Headquarters consolidated these concerns into nine
questions. These questions are listed below. Information
regarding PEMA's response to these questions, along with FEMA's
analysis of PEMA's response and of applicable portions of the
February 1993 Dauphin County RERP, is provided below each
question in the same format used above for the three major areas
of concern identified in the original 10 CFR 2.206 petition.
1. Why are we 50 school buses short in Dauphin County and what

does this mean for the affected residents?

PEMA's Resoonse: The unmet needs of the county can readily
be supplied by assets identified from providers maintained
in the computerized data bankk in the State EOC. To engagein justifying the changing unmet needs with resources
available to the State would place all concerned in an
endless numbers chase. The provisions for fulfilling
current unnet needs are part of the State EOC SOPS and are
demonstrated and evaluated by FEMA during biennial REP
exercises.

FEMA's Analysis: The February 1993 Dauphin County plan
reflects an overall unmet county need for 56 busas. The
county plan states that unmet county needs will be reported
to PEMA. The State plan requires the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation to develop and maintain an
inventory of statewide transportation assets for use in
evacuating the risk counties. PEMA states that informationabout transportation providers is maintained in the
computerized data banks.at the State EOC and that the
procedures for meeting the unmet county needs are part of

.the State and county SOPS. During the May 19, 1993,
|biennial REP exercise, the procedures for reporting and
|meeting the unmet county transportation needs were
|exercised. During this exercise, Dauphin County submitted a j

request for 56 buses to the State and the State responded to
!the county's request by identifying 56 buses which were
!

I

__- _
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O available from three bus companies maintained in the State's
inventory of transportation assets.

2. What are the. telephone numbers of the commanding and/or duty-
officers who would be called to activate the evacuation ';

trucks?' Where.in the Dauphin county RERP can this
information be found? Which military units are tasked with,

supplying vehicles for evacuation? Are designated drivers
and company commanders identified by name? What type of
briefings have these personnel received? Eave specific
trucks been designated for use in evacuating Earrisburg or
other Dauphin County jurisdictions? Eave staging area
locations and evacuation routes for these trucks been
delineated on Dauphin county maps?

PEMA's Resnonse: Since the Pennsylvania plans rely entirely- -1

upon civilian vehicles for at acuation 'in the event of a
radiological emergency, and military vehicles are only used
if the PAARNG has been activated and evacuation assistance
is specifically requested, it is not necessary or
appropriate for the Dauphin County plan to include the type
of information requested above.

FEMA's Analysis: FEMA agrees with PEMA's position. As
stated above, PEMA will be requested to'more' clearly define
the exact role of the PAARNG in the next. plan review and
update.

.

3. Mas a mechanism been set up to coordinate the activation and
use of the PAARNG with local officials?

EEMA's Resnonse: The information is in the PAARNG's SOPS for
all emergencies.

FEMA 8s Analvsis: Two sections of the State RERP- " Department'
of Military Affairs'(DMA)" on pages E-21 and E-22 and
Appendix 13, " Military support,"--also contain information
on the use of the PAARNG, on an "as needed basis," in
radiological emergencies. However, information pertaining
to the specific mechanisms for requesting _the PAARNG's
assistance is not clearly presented in these plan sections.
Essentially, the State plan outlines two different
procedures to be followed when a county requests the
PAARNG's assistance, but; fails to clearly' identify the
circumstances' triggering each procedure.

In addition to the State plan's lack of clearly
differentiated procedures for processing county requests for o
PAARNG assistance, the plan does not indicate, upon the i

Governor's ordering of the PAARNG to State active duty,
whether'(a) the PAARNG is activated for, and battalions are
deployed to, all risk counties, even if they have not

-J
;

_ _ _ ..___ __ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _.-- _
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requested PAARNG assistance, or (b) a battalion is deployed
to a risk county only after it has submitted its initial
request for PAARNG assistance. If option (a) is correct,
then there could be a situation where a risk county's
battalion is already in place and that risk county's initial
request for assistance would be directed to the battalion
through the county's PAARNG representative, rather than to
the State through the county DMA liaison officer. This
portion of the State plan ~needs to be revised to clearly
outline the procedures to be followed in activating the
PAARNG and processing county requests for PAARNG assistance.

Appendix 8 of the Dauphin county plan outlines the role of
the PAARNG in radiological emergencies and contains a copy
of the PAARNG plan, entitled "OPLAN 3-109 IN, Operation Nuke
II - Dauphin County." This plan describes the PAARNG's
procedures for mobilizing and executing support to Dauphin
County in the event of an incident at Three Mile Island.

,However, the county plan does not indicate the procedure to !be followed by the county when requesting PAARNG assistance.
The Dauphin County plan also specifies that, after PAARNG
activation, the PAARNG will provide direct support to the
county and send liaison personnel to the county EOC.

IAlthough the State plan, page E-22, specifies that the State
|DMA Emergency Preparedness Liaison Officer will supply a DMA |

representative to the risk counties to coordinate requests |for PAARNG assistance, the Dauphin County plan does not I

specify that the State will provide a DMA representative,
describe the role of this representative, or distinguish |between the functions of the DMA representative and the '

PAARNG liaison personnel.

The county plan should be revised to specify:

The procedures for processing the county's initialo
request for PAARNG assistance and requests for
assistance after the PAARNG has been activated.

That DMA and PAARNG representatives will be deployed too
the county EOC, the entity responsible for their
deployment, the circumstances under which they will be
deployed, and their functions at the county EOC.

4. Are there any maps which indicate that the PAARNG will be
activated for evacuation purposes, rather than for
peace-keeping purposes?

PEMA's Response: The information is in the PAARNG's SOPS for
all emergencies.

FEMA's Analysis: Information concerning the missions for
which the PAARNG can be activated is also found in
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Appendix 8 of the February 1993 Dauphin County plan.,

Appendix 8 states that, once the Governor has. ordered the,

PAARNG to State active duty, the PAARNG will provide direct<

support to the county to perform a variety of radiological
emergency. response missions as a supplement to the-county's
resources. .Most of these missions, such as traffic control,
emergency transportation,. emergency fuel on evacuation
routes, and emergency clearing of roads, are,

evacuation-related, not peace-keeping missions. A specific
PAARNG battalion (3rd Battalion,109th Infantry) and a
back-up PAARNG battalion are assigned to Dauphin County for:

these potential missions.;

5. What is PEMA doing to supervise the counties and to ensure
that they are in compliance with standard procedures _for
emergency readiness? Is PEKA in violation of its founding
statute (Title 35, Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes,
section 101) which calls for PEMA to backstop the counties
and build two warehouses and stock them with emergency :
supplies?

PEMA's ResDonse: During an October 2, 1992, meeting attended
by Mr. Gary; Senator Shumaker of the Pennsylvania General

,

Assembly; Commissioner Sheaffer, Chairman of the Dauphin
County Board of Commissioners; and Mr. Joseph LaFleur, 'jDirector, PEMA, the level of supervision by-PEMA of the <

counties and PEMA's actions to provide supplies'and |equipment to the counties during emergencies were discussed- |
with Mr. Gary. In addition, PENA's General Counsel, in a j
July 15, 1992, letter to Mr. Gary,fresponded<to Mr. Gary's- |specific earlier question as to why the two regional

.

?

warehoraes cited in Title 35 have not been' established by
stating that (a) the legislature has not allocated funds for

,this purpose, even though the requirement is in-the. law,.and H(b) such expensive facilities are'ill-advised, since PEMA~ |has stockpiles of emergency' supplies:st other departmental
facilities, such as Torrence State Hospital and Pike Center. l

1

FEMA's Analysis: FEMA agrees with PEMA's position.- A copy !
of the letter from PEMA's General Counsel. dated July 15, i1992, is attached.

i

6. Are there deficiencies in-the county plans, similar to the j
failure to maintain current information on bus company |

contacts and their telephone numbers,.which PEMA does not '

know about? If there might-be such deficiencies, what steps
are being.taken to review these plans'for adequaoy?'

PEMA's Resoonse: The cycle of plan reviews and updates was
explained to Mr. Gary at the October 2, 1992,. meeting. The
plans are viewed as'"living documents" which are never
considered finished and are changed as the need arises.

1

-
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FEMA's Analysis:. FEMA's review.of the February 1993 Dauphin
County plan's. provisions for emergency transportation: R

identified omissions and discrepancies with respect to the
plan's transportation and ambulance resource numbers. FEMA :will continue to review the annual plan revisions to
identify areas of required and recommended plan
improvements. HIn addition, FEMA will thoroughly review all
the Three: Mile Island plans,-including the-Dauphin Countyplan, when they are submitted by the Governor of
Pennsylvania for the formal'44 CFR 350 plan review and

R'
approval. ;

7. Why-bas PEMA not been more aggressive in seeking resources
from the Pennsylvania General Assembly? In order to assistthe counties in planning for and. executing evacuation 3

;logistics, why does PEMA not obtain more resources from the !

General Assembly or the nuclear licensees and make
distributions of these resources to the counties? I

PEMA's'Resconse: At the October 2, 1992, meeting, Mr. 1LaFleur explained to Mr. Gary that there is. insufficient
justification from.the counties to ask the utility rate
payers to. assume the additional S5,000,000, in costs .
advocated by Mr. Gary to support county radiological

iemergency response activities. . Pennsylvania's. Senator |

Shumaker strongly stated that he could not and would not
iplace such a burden on rate payers when Pennsylvania was in |the throes ~of.a serious economic recession. PENA has j

requested, both through state government channels and from '

the utilities, more funds to meet the costs of the REP
Program. However, the utilities have stated that they are
reluctant to provide more stockholder or rate payer funds to
PEMA.

FEMA's Analysis: FEMA believes that PEMA has taken
reasonable steps to acquire additional resources.

8. Is a strictly delineated 10-mile emergency planning sono
reasonable for Three Mile Island, considering that a highly
populated area, the capitol city of Barrisburg,-is just-
outside the 10-mile limit and is, therefore, excluded from-
PEMA's= evacuation plans?

{

PEMA's Resoonse: The 10-mile EPZ concept is based upon NRC
and' Environmental Protection Agency studies which indicate
that the area affected by significant radiation exposures
from a nuclear power plant accident would be limited'to an
area.within 10 miles of the plant. The emergency response ;organization within 10 miles of Three Mile Island'can be

1
extended beyond 10 miles if conditions warrant. Also, 1Pennsylvania.already maintains the most conservative-
evacuation' policy--360* of the entire 10-mile EPZ--within

i

.j

_ - _ ,
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the United States. PEMA's letter dated July 12, 1993,
states that "...unless FEMA and the NRC are willing to state4

publicly for the record that the 10-mile EPZ is inadequate-
and that exceptions must be made for Harrisburg'and other
similar EPZs near large population centers, the PEMA will
continue to follow NRC and FEMA-guidance regarding such
planning. Harrisburg believes...that they could handle
their population if there.was a widespread evacuation. The
state concurs."

L

FEMA's Analysis: FEMA agrees with PEMA's interpretation of d
the guidance governing the size of the 10-mile.EPZ. It- .!
should be noted, however, that Steven R. Reed, Mayor.of
Harrisburg, indicated in a February-8, 1993, letter to'

Mr. Gary that contiguous areas to the 10-mile EPZ in the
1

City of Harrisburg would also begin to evacuate, if the |

10-mile EPZ was evacuated due to a radiological emergency at
Three Mile Island. The Mayor also noted in his letter that
the City of Harrisburg has identified and would be able.to

~

mobilize sufficient resources to support the evacuation of
both Harrisburg's portion of the 10-mile.EPZ and the.
contiguous areas of Harrisburg to the north.- In his January

,

'

15, 1993, memorandum to the NRC, Mr. Gary stated:that he
'

found PEMA's position of following NRC/ FEMA guidance,
instead of taking the initiative and including the entire
city of Harrisburg in the 10-mile EPZ and RERPs, to be'
unacceptable. ~During a December 1, 1993, meeting of FEMA
and NRC staff members with Congressman George W. Gekas of
Pennsylvania's 17th District, which includes the'Three Mile
Island site, Mr. Robert A. Erickson and Mr. Falk Kantor from4

the NRC's Energency Preparedness Branch discussed the
technical basis and rationale for the establishment of the
10-mile EPZ requirement in NRC regulations.

.

!

9. What standard does PEMA seek to meet in its.eaergency-
preparedness drills? Are the drills purporting to test the
equipment or the usergency responders? 'If the drills are to
test the responders, then they should be unannounced and
held at various times of the day and night and, therefore,
more closely approximate an actual emergencyLevent.

PEMA's Response: During the October 2, 1992, meeting, PEMA
explained to Mr. Gary that, due'to funding limitations,
Pennsylvania relies heavily on volunteers to' staff the
county and municipal EOCs and schedulesLthe biennial REP
exercises in the late afternoon'to accommodate these
volunteers. Although the volunteers would be willing to
respond to an actual emergency at any time, they cannot
afford to leave-their regularly scheduled work activities
for an exercise. Mr. Gary made it clear at the October 2,
1992, meeting that he wanted to impose upon the radiological
emergency response program'the same response standards'as

_ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _.- _ . .-
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those maintained by active military units. PEMA believes o-

that it is not feasible to apply military standards to a
civilian system which. relies significantly upon volunteers. |

ZEMA's Analysis: FEMA agrees with PEMA's position. It
should be noted that under FEMA-REP-14, Radiological-
Emergency Preparedness Exercise ~ Manual, September 1991, all
offsite response organizations ORO are required to
demonstrate their emergency resp (onse) capabilities in an i

;

unannounced mode.(Objective 32 - Unannounced Exercise or
3Drill) and in an off-hours mode (objective 33 - Off-Hours
!Exercise or Drill) once every six years through an,

1

unannounced and off-hours exercise or drill. off-hours
exercises or drills require ORos to demonstrate the
capability to respond between the hours of 6:00 p.m. and
4:00 a.m. on weekdays or any hours on weekends. The
unannounced and off-hours objectives were most recently
demonstrated at Three Mile Island on June'26, 1991.

Subsequent to the filing of the 10 CFR 2.206 petition, Mr. Gary.
raised two additional issues during a telephone conversation with
the NRC. Although these issues are not considered by the )mc to
be a part of the original 10 CFR 2.206 petition, they were
addressed by PEMA in its overall response to the 10 CFR 2.206
petition. The two issues and PEMA's responses are presented
below:

1. The population numbers in the' Dauphin County plan do not i
reflect current (1990 Census data) population figures.
The February 1993 Dauphin County plan contains 1990 Census !population data.

!

2. Evacuation time estimates have not been revised-since the ,

early 1980s. l
l

A new evacuation time estimate study is being prepared by i

the licensee's contractor. A draft has been completed and
the' final study should be completed by mid-1994. The new
evacuation time estimates will-be included in the:1994-
update of the Three Mile Island plans and procedures.

Recognizing that (1) RERPs are dynamic, living documents which
are always being changed and. updated through the annual review
process to reflect changes in the EP2, emergency management
policies, and organizational relationships and (2) PEMA is

- actively engaged in the developmentLand' refinement of RERPs for
all of its sites in compliance'with established' FEMA /NRC' planning
standards, FEMA believes that the offsite emergency planning
issues identified by Mr. Gary in the 10 CFR 2.206 petition are ;
being satisfactorily. addressed. This assessment'is-based on
PEMA's' response'to the specific issues-raised and its continuing

'
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efforts to refine the plans and correct plan inconsistencies and
inadequacies as well as on FEMA's review of the plans and
supporting materials. Based on the factors listed below, FEMA
concludes that the offsite radiological emergency response plans
and preparedness for the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station are
adequate to provide reasonable assurance that appropriate
m'asures can be taken offsite to protect the public health ande
safety in the event of a radiological emergency at Three Mile
Island. The factors are:

1. PEMA's continuing efforts in the development, revision, and
refinement of the Three Mile Island RERP.

2. FEMA's review of the concerns identified in the 10 CFR 2.206
petition and related correspondence and PEMA's response to
those concerns.

3. The results of the May 19, 1993, Three Mile Island exercise
as presented below:

o There were no Deficiencies identified at the exercise.
o The draft exercise report, received at Headquarters on

August 27, 1993, identified 40 Areas Requiring
Corrective Action (ARCA), six Planning Issues, and
three Areas Recommended for Improvement (ARFI). Four
ARCAs and one Planning Iqsue were identified for
Dauphin County and one ARFI was identified for the
Dauphin County Mass care, Monitoring, and
Decontamination Center. These issues did not pertain
to the concerns raised by Mr. Gary in his petition.

o Headquarters is in the process of reviewing and
providing comments on this 340-page, draft exercise
report. Headquarters' comments will identify several
additional State / Dauphin County ARCAs and Planning
Issues pertaining to procedures used by the State and
county to fill unmet evacuation transportation needs.
The exercise performance also indicated some areas in
which the plans and procedures for this process need
clarification. The revision of these plans and
procedures will improve the State and county's ability
to respond to, and verify the resolution of, unmet
needs.

The State has also received a copy of the draft exercise
report and has responded to the inadequacies identified in
the report. FEMA Region III will monitor the State and
local governments' correction of all exercise inadequacies.

In closing, FEMA reiterates that it will continue to closely
review the offsite plans and SOPS, including SOUs, for Three Mile
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Island. Appropriate technical assistance vill also be provided to !PEMA to ensure that the necessary revisions and updates are made
lin a consistent, timely, and orderly manner.
;

Should you have any questions regarding the foregoing material '

and attachments or require further information, please call
Mr. Joseph A. Moreland, Director, Exercises Division, at
(202) 646-3544.

1 sincerely,

y% M- 4 ^

Sannis H. Kw atkowski '

-
Deputy Asso late Director
Preparedness, Training, and

Exercises Directorate
Attachments

! cc: Congressman George W. Gekas
FEMA Region III

$
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PENNSYLVANIA EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY-

.

80X 3321
'

HARRISBURG. PENNSYLVANIA 17105 3321 .-|
|

|
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July 12, 1993

Mr. ' Robert J.-Adancik
Chief, Natural and Technological j!

'asards Division |
aral Emergency Management Agency, !

.

.sgion III !

|Liberty square Building (second Floor) .j
205 sog.th seventh street

i
Philadelphia, PA 19106

.

Dear Mr. f -ik<

... responds to your letter of April 30, 1993, regarding Mr. Cary's
10 CFR 2.206 petition about offsite Radiological Emergency Response Flanning ;
issues for Three Mile Isisad Nuclear station. -|

Perhaps TEMA headquarters could have been more selective in requesting
information. The breadth of the information not west far beyond the issues of |

interest or those which have been previously addressed by the Pennsylvania )
Emergene" Management Agency to the: Federal Emergency Managoesnt Agency.' Much, I.

.

of Mr. s's April 12, 1993, memorandum does not pertain to Aobert Gary's '|
*

petition ..ee Federal Register Vol. 57, No. 157 Thursday, August 13, 1992, pgs. '

36415-36416). I will indicate wherb the issues rais' d have already beene
addressed either to TEMA or to Mr. cary directly. The _ following comments -are .

keyed to the paragraphs beginning on page three of Mr. Arian's April 12, 1993, ]memorandum to Acting Regional Director Thomas.

1'

la. The recapitulation of 'Dahphia County transportation resource i
needs is found on page E-9-14 of Annes I, Radiological. Emergency j
Response Procedures to Nuclear Power plaat lacidents, Dauphin -|

County Emergency operatione Flaa, which has been provided to FEMk I

!!!. These numbers change as the plan ia periodically. updated. ]

The unmet needs of the county can readily be supplied by. assets. -|
. identified from providers maintained in the computerised | data
banks in the ' state Emergency operations Center. To engage z in- .Ijustifying .the changing unast needs with resources available to i

the state would place all concerned in an endless numbers chsee.
The provisions for filling current unset needs are part of -'the .

;

State EOC- Standing Operating procedures and are demonstrated ]under FEMA evaluation during biennial esercises. - The . May ' 1993 - ';

TMI exercise : provided good - demonstration of ' this feet. FrMA's
exercise records for the unset need for ambulances is a good
example for the petitioner.

Ib. Not all ambulance services operate 24 hours por day, hence vta''

referral, they correctly have the caller talk to a9-1-1" in the
case of'an emergency. The county, however, has the radio peger
nummer of the person on call for each ambulance company for

.

- . .- - . . - - - . .- .
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24-hour recall purposes. The statement'that "The significance of
and rationale for certain ambulance service calls being referred
to 911 should be -ascertained and appropriate explanatory
narrative and/or modifications incorporated into the plana. All-
revised plans materials should be provided to FINA Region III and
Headquarters for review," does- not acknowledge the common
practices used all over the U.S.

There is nothing terribly new or esoteric about the use of pagers
to summon emergency response personnel. yENA is aware of many
such technologies for emergency response.

:

Additionally, the assertion that referral of calls for non-24 I

hour emergency services to 9-1-1 "is unacceptable" is specious
and without merit. Pennsylvania has been embarked on a ' program i
for several years to expand 9-1-1 coverage throughout the i

commonwealth. Eight million of the nearly 12 million citizens in
the state are served by 9-1-1. This involves 30 eeunties, three - Imunicipalities, and one regional system. Emperience has proven . {
that pagers controlled by centralised county . (9-1-1) dispatchers !

provides an extremely rapid alert and notification system that
represents the state of the art. The revenues from 9-1-1 line
charges currently provida $52,000,000 per year to support public-
safety within the state. We have no intention of abandoning a
common national practice of employing modern and efficient alert

.

systems. This is not a part of the 2.206 petition..

Ic. In my November 4, 1992 letter to Region III, I explained that
" Reliance upon military' resources for the initial response during'
an emergency would be more time consuming than the current
system." The Department of Military Affairs. (DNA) provides
liaison personnel to the state Eoc and the risk and support
county 3: Mas. The Pennsyl+ania Army National Guard (FAAmic)-
provides a battalion to seeist each risk and support county.
Each county , plan, available at FENh, has an .Appendia. which
includes the CPIAN appropriate for that county. Dauphin County.
happens to be supported by one primary battalien with backup as-
necessary by a second specified battalion. . The units are
directed to forward assembly areas (to be determined at
notification plus twe hears). It- takes the units sin hours to
assemble and .be propued to .aove from their armeries. Because

_

the Watsonal cuard is .'et a first - response organisation. more
definitive missions are at.? assigned, because they are secondary
support systems in case of worload and ' eanpower support . . f or
routine activity. ' Their specife tasks will' be determined when
the units become available .and the needs of the county EMa have-
become solidified in - light of the avsats as they unfold. ~ The
. National Guard missions in support of civil authority are
contingency oriented. The Guard is equipped with combat. cessat
support and combat service support vehicles and aircraft that do
not land themselves to the safe and- orderly movement of

civilians. For these reasons, the consonwealth does not plan to

.
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'u ne National cuard trucks to evacuate civilians. We have
identified more than enough civilian bus assets to accomplish
that task for the portion of the population that may not have a I
meshed.of personal transportation. I

l

.The reasons for not using National cuard assets for evacuation
were explained in person to ' Mr. Gary la na Ostaber 2, 1993
meeting with senator Shumaker, of the Pennsylvania General ''

Assembly, and Commissioner Sheaffer, chairman of the Dauphin
county Board of Commissioners. We further disabused. his of the
idea that the Army depots in the state had * acres and acres of
trucks" available for use in evaeustions. The facts are that the-!

military depots do not have assigned to them Table of
Organisation and Equipment (TOGE) track companies. . . The depots .
rely pri:sarily on commercial haulers and, occasionally, U.s. Army

.

Reserve truck companies using flat bed trailers during their:
annual summer training. To provide a list of National Guard
equipment that could possibly be deployed in the event of an
evacuation at TNT is not necessary, because these assets would be
called up as needed and could include very little or large.
portions of the FAARNG inventory, if they were. appropriate which
is doubtful. Such guess work would not improve the plan, nor
would it approach any definable measure of accuracy. The entire
assets of state government are available in an smargency..

~ '

secause of their purposely limited nuclear power plant mission
orientation, full training schedule and turnover rate, PAARNG
soldiers need not receive " civilian radiological" training beyond ;
that provided in their Army annual training program.

.

!

2a. The substance in the- letters of intest, statements of
understanding or similar documents is valid. The names ' of the
bus companies have changoit and will be revised in the plan as,

well as the letters during the periodio reviews. The correct
names now are: negine Valley Lines, Inc. (formerly schlegal
Transportation servies); capital sus company (capital Trailways i

is the corporate name): and capital Area Transit Bus Company ]
(vice capital Area Transit).

1

- 2b. The letters of intent do indicate the number of buses each
company would make available. The letters of intent will be !

changed to reflect tne average capacity of those busses by their |
annusi update. J

-1
2c. There is no specific training provided for bus drivers, not is- |

there any required in NUREG-0454 FEMk-rep-1. Sus drivers |
departing the EPS during an evacuation are a part of the general I
public, which also receives no specific training, pesimetry will-
not be issued to bus drivers, because they will not be reentering

.the 271 and they are not emergency workers.
.

1

1

j
1.

. i
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The April 16, 1992, FEMA Headquarters siamorandum subject: Sample
Letters of Agreement .for Transmittal to the Pennsylvania |

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in connection with the |suaquehanna steam Electrio station Offeite Radiological Emergency -
Response Plan Review, that was transmitted to PEMk by the Region
III letter of May 1, 1992, contained 17 examples of letters of
agreement that were to assist the PENA "... in preparing
pertinent letters of agreement for inclusion in the offsite
radiological energency response plans, site-specific to the

;

susquehanna steam Electric station (ssEs)." only two of these I.

examples made the vaguest references .to training. None of them I

used the language prescribed by the FEMA Headquarters April 12,
1993, memorandum to Region III to wit

" Review of the SOUs indicates that there is no reference to-

the training of bus drivers in regard to dealing with '

emergency response situations."

... the drivers should be trained and educated about the"-

nature of radiological emergencies, the proper use of
dosimetry, etc."

the sous should contain a statement that the company"- ...

agrees to cooperate with the utility and state and local
governments by. allowing its drivers adequate time..to ,

participate in pertinent radiological response training and
exercise-related activities

.

required under
NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, and outlined in Three
Mile Island's state and Radiological emergency response
plans." (Note that the state and local plans ,for TMI do
not outline driver training as described above.)

As we have discussed on several occasions, Pennsylvania is
clearly being reviewed at a higher standard than other " nuclear
states" that is unnecessary,, but most important, does not apply
in the case of Dauphin County bus assets.

2d. The letters of intent a$e valid commitments of that intent,
although they are not, nor de titey purport.to be legal or legally
enforceable documents which prv. vide' a guarantee of resources.
With or without letters of agroment, the resources will- be
available as previously demonstrated in numerous emergencies and
exercises throughout the state.

As described in paragraph.=20 above, the yENA Headquarters
prescriptive language in paragraph 2d does ~not appear in any of
the sample sous provided to wit "The language in the sou enould
reflect the provider's understanding that (A) adequate vehicles-
and drivers are available to meet the resources enumerated in the
SOU and (b) drivers are fully aware of. and ' understand their '

individual responsibility to drive a~ bus, if required . to.

facilitate an evacuation of Dauphia County in the event of a
radiological emergency at Three Mile Island." Again, the topic
TrMA is researching is not germans.

-

4
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3a. There is neither reason nor intention to add phone numbers to the
various pages of the county Radiological- procedures. The phone
numbers are available in SOPS used by the respective county staff
persens. In addition, as mentioned in paragraph ab above the
county has the ability to tone page all ambulance organisat1one. -~

This issue was not raised in Mr. Gary's 10 cpR 2.206 petition as
described in the Federal Register of August 13, 1992.

3b. The items listed ' in this. paragraph constitute administrative
upostes that are being addressed and will be cleared up at the
next annually required update. Again, this issue was not raised
in the 2.206 petition.

Jc. This will be clarified at the next plan update.

3d. It is not necessary to label pages E-7-11 and E-9-3 through E-9-5
to a... indicate clearly that the information reflected on these
pages pertains to caupnia County.'' since the pages are in the-
Dauphin County Plan and list specific Dauphin County unique
organisations, to what other county could they possibly be
referring? This is a matter of style that surely can be left to
the county's discretion.

3a. Your planning suggestions, while not a part of the 2.206
petition, are appreciated and will be considered at the next plan
update.

4. You ccrrectly noted that these items are not a part of the'2.206
petition. For your information, 1990 population data in
reflected in the current February 1992 Dauphin County Annes E
(for example see E-10-2). As the 1990 coness data is produced by
the U.S. Consus Bureau and provided to the pean State Data
Center, the information is processed and provided to the county,

2or incluston. in the.. subsequent- update of the _ plan and
procedures. The Evacuation Time Estiaste is . being preparad by
the power plant contractor. The presses began in July if 92 and
is estimated to be completed 'in" August 1993. The new quebers
will be included in the nest regularly scheduled update of the
plans and proceaures as per normai practice.

5. Mr. Gary's questions are not relevant to the 2.206 - Petition.
Even more pertinent to the proceedings is the fast that they are
trrelevant to the current plans for the evacuation- of - ths' TMI

,

plume exposure . pathway emergency planning sone. As stated
earlier (see para ic above), the commonwealth does .not need to
include the FAARMO in the way sought by Mr. Gary since it is'not
germane. The questions in paragraph 5, answered above, are in
the sors of PAAANG for all energencias er de not apply..

6a. There is no red tape f actor that prevents the inclusion of PAAANG
in _ PEMA's plan for* evacuation in' the event of a radiological
emergency. As explained in paragraph lo above, the use of Army-
trucks for evacuating civilians is a poor option, even if

.
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available, when we can obtain more tha6 enough civilian buses to:
do the job.

6b. The FAARNG is used to support counties on a contingency basis for
radiological and all emergencies (see paragraph ic). We will not
entertain inventing such dubious missions for the National Guard.
just to keep military bases open. Mr. Gary makas suspect his
often claimed military expertise if he thinks using Army trucks
for the unlikely evacuation of the TM2 EPs would influence any
congressionaA action to save military bases in Pennsylvania. -

There is ar pie rationale relating to military operations to~

preserve out installations if congrese is so inclined. I would
note here that it is frustrating to receive such blatantly. ill
conceived schemes for a formal response when this is not part of
the Base Realignment and closure Committee criteria nor would it
affect the Frosident's decisions to be forwarded to Congress.

74 At the October 2, 1992, meeting in Senator Shumaker's office (see
&b. paragraph ic), the level of supervision by PENA of the counties

was discussed thoroughly. Similarly, our actions to provide
supplies and equipment to the counties during emergencies were
explained to Mr. Gary. Further, specific information about
emergency supply warehouses in response to a question posed.
earlier by Mr. Gary was provided to him in a ' July 15, 1992,
1stter from the PEMk Chief Counsei (see enclosure). . As anyone-

with intergovernmental relations experience knows, each level of
government (state from federal, county from state, etc.) likes to

"do their own thing". * Counties often do not want ,the limited
oversight provided by state. Should this be the desire .of ' NRC
and FEMA, PENA will comply and pervide more oversight.

.

1c. At the same october 2,1992, meeting, the cycle of plan reviews
and updates was explained'to Mr. Gary. We explained that plans
are living documents, kept ;1oose leaf in three ring binders and
changed as the need arisesf Further, we explained that a plan is
never considered " finished"; because as the planning elements and
environment change, the plan is amended to refleet those changes.

7d. The reasons for not using military trucks for evacuation are
.

described in detail above. .

7e During the October 2,1992, meeting with Mr. Gary, Senator
af. shumaker and Cassissioner sheaffer, I explained to Mr. . Gary

that, in our current. situation, there was insufficient-
justification from the counties to ask the~ utility rate payers.to
assume the additional $5,000,000. Mr. Gary advocated in levied
costs through Act 147 to support county radiological ' emergency
response activities. senator shumaker forcefully stated that he
could not and would not place such a burden on the rate payers
when Pennsylvania was in the throes of a serious economic
recession. coassissioner Sheaffer agreed. The utilities have
stated they are reluctant to provide more stockholder or rate

.
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payer funds to PEMA. _PEMA has requested, both through - state
government channels and from the utilities, more funds to meet

t the increasing costs of the radiological emergency preparedness
program.

79 The answer to this question was provided to Mr. cary in the PENA
chlaf counsel's letter of July 15,1992, as follows:

" Federal studies indicate significant radiation exposures from a
nuclear power station will be limited to within 10 miles of .tho'
facility. For this reason, detailed plans are in pisse to manage
the needed protective action against esposure in that area. In ,

the event people need to be protected in areas beyond 10 miles, !these actions will be entended as far as they are. needed. The )
emergency response organisation within 10 miles can be extended
as conditions warrant. Indeed, Pennsylvania maintains the most
conservative evacuation polior for nuclear power plants within
the United states. While other " nuclear states" evacuate in i
sectors, the policy during both the Thornburgh and Casey !
administrations requires evsousting 360 degrees of the entire !
apyroximate 10. mile E78." '

This answer was elaborated upon la persen with Mr. Gary during
the october 2, 1992, meeting. It is discouraging to note that

. the Nac, a major -player with EPA in the - development of the 10 j
mile plume exposure pathway emergency planning mone, referred i

-

this question to the coamonwealth of Pennsylvania for an answer.

7h. This question was also ahdressed in the october 2, 1992, meeting. |
It was explained to Mr. _cary that nuclear power plant biennial q
exercises were scheduled in the late afternoon hours to ,

accesusodate the hundreds of _ volmatoers .who staff many of tha |county and municipal 20C staff and emergency response positions. j'

These volunteers are wil1Xag to respond to a true _ emergency .at |
any time, but they cannot afford to leave their regular I

employment during business hours just for drills. As you know,
Pennsylvania is heavily _ dependast upea veluateers to make the-
emergency management- system work dus' to fending limitations. _ Nr. |
Cary made it clearly known at this ~ meeting that he wanted to _

-

:

impose the same standards for response as those maintained by- ;

active military units. such standards are not. fcasible f er a. j.

civilian _ system that relies to any significant. degree on
volunteers.

St.- Mayor Reed's cosusents on radiological emergency response planning -
are always considered, paragraph le above explains state 'and i

j federal policy and plans. 'I
,

; 8b. see paragraph le above.

6c. some spontaneous evacuations during nuclear power plant disasters i
i

lmust be assumed. However, unless TEM 4 and the WAC are willing to
stats publicly for the record that the 10-mile EPs is inadequate,

!
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and that exceptions must be made for Nahrisburg and other_ similar
EPIs near large population centers, the PEM4 'will continue to-
follow wac and FEMA guidance regarding such planning.- Narrisburg
believes, as commented, that they could ~ handle their population -
if there was a widespread evacuation. Tae state.oonours..

8d. The February '7, 1993, security incident at TM! has been
investigated by the NRc and conferences were held in Natrisburg
to describe the results of that investigation. FEMA. formally
reviewed the response by the state and the involved counties and
municipalities. It is espooted that our review will be released ,

by the Governor's office sometime in' July. copies will be made
available to all appropriate government agencies upon request.

PEMA is also concerned about the February 7 security breach at
TMI. we await with interest the results of the NRC consultations
on design basis threat for nuclear power plaats.

9. Regarding the point of disagreement between Mr. Gary 'and Mayor
Reed. We agree with Mayor Reed. Full-scale bus drills are too
costly, significantly rudimentary and. unnecessary. _ Our positions
on Mr. Gary's other points are_ described in detail above.

The plans to support the response to an emergency at TM2 have been and '

are being reviewed on a periodic basis and are evaluated biennially. FEMA is.
well aware, and has so affirmed in every biennial eneroise, that these plans
provide reasonabis assuranes for the protection of the public health and.
safety. There will always be changeg, corrections, revisions and improvements
in this ongoing process, but the plans are essentially valid. *~

>

Mr. Gary's petition was filed in Jul'y 1992. There is'in the answers
to his questions and the responses to his allegations nothing that can_ legally
or reasonably discredit the validity of the reaseasble assurance .that is and
has been provided over the many years L'n.the planning and esercise validation
process. FEMA can affirm this to the NRO and, in turn, to Mr. Cary.

si rely, |

]Joseph L. leur
Director

.

JLLsJcJajjk
.

Enclosure

cce commissioner Russell L. Sheaffer
Dauphin County

Michael E.' Worts, coordinator
_

Dauphin County EMA
George Giangi, CPUN

l
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p July 15, 1992

Mr. Robert Cary -

P. C. Box 1637
Marrisburg, Pennsylvania 17105-1637

'

Dear Mr. Gary
i

This letter responds to the questions / concerns that you raised about
radiological amargency response planning in your letters of June 12, 37, and 29,
1992. The answe'es to those questicas/concerne are as follows:

1. Questions why is all of conter city Barrisburg not tacluded in the
Emergency Evacuation so, net

Responses The Emergency Ivacuation Ione referred to is technically.
described es the Fiume Espesure Pathway Emergency planning Sene (EPS).,

'

Federal studies indicate significant radiation orposures from a nuclear
power station will be limited to within 10 miles of the facility. For this,

reason, detailed plans are in place to manage the needed protective action
against exposure in that area. . In the event people need to be protected La
areas beyond 10 miles, these acti&as will be extended as far as they are
needed. The eastgency response organisation within 10 miles saa he
estended as conditions,warraat.

* . Zadeed, peansylvania asiatains the most
conservative evacuation policy for anolear power plant accidents la the
United states. .while other "neelear utility statos a evacuate-ia sootors,
the policy during both the theramaggh.and casey administrations requirse

-

* .

evacuating 360 degrees of the entiqre approsiaste 10 mile EPS.
!I2. Question: Why does FINA pot asiataia*a file of lettere of Latent from,

resouros providers?
. *

.

Responses. Letters of intent, mutual aid agreensats, etc. are nogetieted
and maintatand by the risk counties where the resourses are to be used.
Both the Fedesal Emergency Managensat Ageoey and p3ME have recently begun
to place more sophasis on such documentattaa to further refine our plane.
This effort will continue, along with a member of other plan refina== ate
well into the next fiscal year.

|

1In this regard,.it should be understood that planning for auslear power '

plant off site safety, like any other form of emergency operations
planning, never ends. such plana are livtag documesta,'saistained La loose

- leaf binders, and are constantly being refined, added te, or changede
because, situations and conditions in the savironment addressed by the

.

plans change. These changes range from staple name and telephone number i

revisions to new techniques and methods of performing response and recovery

4

%
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operations that have been gleaned from studies and esercises. In a
practical sense, one can say that no plan for anticipated operations is

*

ever complete. Further, planning is time consuming,.. labor intensive work
that requires the cooperative participattee of federa1, state, county and
municipal levels of government. We in PENE work very hard to asintain
continuous and effective ocesmanisations with the planning jurisdictions in
the cosmonwealth. This does not meta that at any gives time some eleassta -

of a plan will not need to be updated.*

3. Question: Why have the two regional warehouses cited la Title 35 have not
been established?

Responses The short answer is that funds have not been allocated by the
legislature for this purpose, even though the requirement is La the law.
This is not unusual, particularly for capital esponditures. Large projects
inserted into law often fall victim to the prioritiaation of flaite

The more thoughtful response is that such empensive facilitiesresources.
are ill advised, since FENE has stook piles of various emergency supplies
at other departmental fasiitties such as Terranse state sospital, pike
center, and other locations.

.

4. ; enestens why not use trains and aircraft to evacuater
,

Responses yirst, as explained above, the evacuation of Marrisburg is not,

necessary.' socor.dly, the fastest methods of evacuattaa in the tima
available are private automobiles and busses. Evaeustina of sissable
populations by train and aircraft $is a far more semplicated and time
consuming operation to plan and execute than scia 6 automobiles and busses,
to say nothing of the prohibitive comte Lavelved. 0-141' aircraft are *

operated only by the Air Force. They are set, as your istter suggests,
also found La the Army, Navy and Marine corps. Tbste planes, of lialted
number, are deployed world-wide sa utdaily basis. To marshal sufficisat
aircraft to effect an evaeusties would tahm days, not hours, and only after
*the Deslaratica of Energeasy by thd president.- The possibility of'the

- .

Department of Defense participating && susk an evaeustion mission is highly
unlikely. Even then, the use of Capital city Airport weeld be tapessihies,

because, that Airport, like Narrisburg Eaternatisiaal, is within the Plume ' .
Exposure Fathway EF8 of TH1. Even if esificient heddswa space at Capital
city were available, and it is not, facilities for operating c-141s from
this airfield.(including length of runways) are inadequate. Your
suggestion that C-141s could stage out of the Eershey airport ~(identified
as Reigle airport.on air navigation charts) won't work. The field is
woefully inadequata in all. categories Lasluttag its short runway of 1900
feet. C-141s require runways well in essess of 5000 feet for safe
operations. suffice to say that mass population evacuations by aircraft

.' and trains would far exceed the evacuation time estimates we now have for
automobiles and busses.

5. Question: Why are census figures in the plans not updated every yeart

- , __ - .. . .- - -_ - _ - - _ - - . .
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Responses ,In the past, we have used regional populatica estimates for
updating planning figures. The 1990 coneus showed these estimates to be-
very inaccurate and actually painted a false picture - usually prediettag
steady growth when la fast the populattees held coastsat er des 11aed. Here
importantly, they did not realistically capture the demographia shifts
within the coneoewealth. The 1990 census figures are la hand and are betag
factored into all of our planning.

6. Questions How are the fees' collected under seestens 7330(o) and (d) of the i

Emergency Managessat services code (35 Pa. c.s. $710131 geg.) expendedt

Response All of the fees ontlected under these two sectione are uses my
PENA to carry out the many radiological emergency response preparedness and
pimaaiag fuastiene and dutiae that are placed,upos the Agency by seetion
7320(b) of the code. This Laciudes the payment of salaries and benefits
for these PEMk employees who are directly tavoived la carrying out thesie.
radiological eastgency- response and p1===8='' activities.

,

Thank you for your espressed interest la the above discussed
radiological emergency response planning issues.

.

ac sincerely,

Q f W .bz.

.

Mark L. Goodwir.
, Chief Counsel

MLead$s (Tals 717-753-5150)
. ;

cc: Joseph L. Larleur
,
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